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A model describing the potential amino acid ligands to the four 4Fe-4S centers

(P-clusters) within the Azotobacter vinelandii nitrogenase MoFe protein is presented.

· Based on interspecies and intersubunit amino acid comparisons of the a· and ß-subunits

of the MoFe protein, and the FeMoco biosynthetic proteins, NifE and NifN, four

conserved residues (Cys62, His83, Cys88, Cys154 all proposed P-cluster ligands) within

the oz- subunit were targeted for site-directed mutagencsis studies. In order to define a

range of acceptable substitutions, 35 specific site-mutants have been constructed, each

with a different amino acid replacement at one of the four targeted positions. Previous

studies indicated that these residues were important for MoFe activity, and may act as

metallocenter ligands. Unusual redox and spectroscopic properties of the Fe-S centers

suggest the involvement of ligands other than the four typical cysteines, though extrusion

requirements indicate that some thiol ligands are likely. Surprisingly, mutants with an

Asp, Gly, Thr, or Ser substituted for Cys88 are still capable of diazotrophic growth

(Nit'+), though whole cell and crude extract acetylene reduction activity is lowered.

Several substitutions (Cys, Asp, Phe, Asn, Met, Tyr, Leu) are tolerated at the His83



position, these Nif+ mutant strains also have varying acetylene reduction rates and

growth rates. A11 mutants with substitutions at positions 62, 154, resulted in complete

loss of diazotrophic growth. The results could be interpreted by the following
i

explanations:
1

1) Our proposed model for the P·cluster ligation within the MoFe protein is incorrect.

2) Some substitutions permit P·cluster rearrangement to a semi-functional state.

3) Either, P-clusters are not absolutely essential for diazotrophic growth, or the enzyme

can function with a reduced number of these metal centers.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction.

Nitrogen is an essential element for all living cells. It is a component in proteins,
”

nucleic acids, amino acids and other important biomolecules. While the earth’s

atmosphere contains approximately 80% dinitrogen (N,), most organisms can not utilize

this biologically inert form, and must obtain a fxed source of nitrogen (NH,, NO,‘, NO,)

amino acids, etc) for growth and survival. Agriculturally, the demand for a Hxed

nitrogen source greatly exceeds its availability. Hence, fixed nitrogen is a limiting factor

in the production of food for the earth’s increasing population.

Nitrogen fixation, the conversion of atmospheric dinitrogen to a fixed nitrogen

form, is one of three phases in the nitrogen cycle (Figure 1). Both biological and

industrial processes are responsible for nitrogen fixation. Industrial nitrogen fixation

converts N, and H, to ammonia using the Haber-Bosch process, which requires an

enorrnous quantity of energy. The energy needed to create high temperatures and.

pressures, in combination with the cost of the catalyst and equipment, make the

industrial production of ammonia very expensive. In contrast, the biological fixation of

nitrogen occurs at ambient temperatures and pressures and is carried out solely by a few

prokaryotic organisms known as diazotrophs. All these organisms synthesize nitrogenase,

which catalyzes the reduction of N, to ammonia. In an effort to increase the world’s

food supply a great deal of research has focused on improving both the

1
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biological and industrial processes of nitrogen fxation. A better understanding of

diazotrophs and more specifically the structure and enzymatic mechanism of nitrogenase

will inevitably lead to the development of better nitrogen frxing bacterial strains, and

possibly, the improvement of catalysts for eüicient production of fertilizers.

Historical Perspective.

The early Romans were the first to realize that rotating leguminous crops (ex.

lentil beans) with non-legumes (ex. wheat) improved the overall crop production.

However, it was not until 1838 that Boussingalt proved that legumes increase the

nitrogencontent of the soil by extracting nitrogen from the atmosphere. It was the

replenishment of nitrogen in the soil that resulted in the increased productivity

historically observed during crop rotation.

In 1888, the German researchers Hellriegel and Wilfarth discovered the precise

source of nitrogen fixation associated with legumes (96). Their research conclusively

proved that legumes contain bacteria that utilized atmospheric N, and these bacteria

were found in the root nodules. Subsequent to Hellriegel and Wilfarth’s discovery,

several nitrogen fixing bacteria were isolated, including the root nodule bacterium

Rhizobium legumirtosarum (Beyerinck, 1888) and the free-living anaerobic bacterium

Clostridium pasteuriartum (Winogradsky, 1893) (96). At the present time, over one

hundred different nitrogen tixing bacteria} species have been described, including the

free-living aerobe Azotobacter vinelandii. This organism was isolated from a Vineland,

New Jersey soil sample in 1903. Table 1. has examples of some common diazotrophic

species and their diverse habitats.
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Table 1. Diazotrophic Bacteria.
_

1:1%Obligate Acrobes Azotobacter vinelandii, chroococcum
4

Derxia gummosa

. Strict Anaerobes Clostridium pasteurianum, butyricum

Facultative Anaerobes Iüebsiella pneumoniae

Enterobacter cloaciae, aerogenes

Azospirillum lqaoferum

Photosynthetic Rhodospirillum rubrum

Rhodobacter capsulatus

Anabacna

Symbiotic Rhüobium leguminosarum, meliloti

Bradyrhizobium japonicum

Frankia

Chemoautotrophs Thiobacillus ferroxidans

Methylosinus trichosporum



·

Burris and Miller (15) made the first major technical advance in 1940 with the

development of an assay using "N as aitracer for following nitrogen fixation in bacteria.

Using the "N tracer, Camahan et al (1960) showed nitrogen fixation in cell-free extracts

of C. pasteurianum (16). In 1966 two independent groups observed the ability of the

nitrogenase enzyme to reduce acetylene to ethylene (22,106). This observation, which

made it possible to detect nitrogenase activity in a much simpler assay using gas

chromatography, eventually led to the first description of nitrogenase. Purification of

the two component enzyme quickly followed, as well as studies aimed at the

identification of the nitrogen fixation genes (mf genes). In the last 20 years, there has

been an explosion of genetic and biochemical research on the biological nitrogen fixation

process.

Enzymology of Nitrogenase

Nitrogenase is a complex metalloenzyme composed of two separable components,

the Fe protein, and the MoFe protein. The Fe protein, which contains Fe, is a specific

ATP·binding, one electron reductant of the MoFe. The Fe protein is a dimer of

approximate molecular weight of 63,0()0, composed of identical subunits with a single

4Fe-4S center thought to be symmetrically bridged between the subunits. The MoFe

protein is a tetramer of two nonidentical subunits (aß,) with an approximate molecular

weight of 220,000. The Fe and Mo is contained in two different types of metal centers,

two FeMo cofactors (FeMoco) and 4 4Fe-4S centers (P-clusters). The FeMoco is

thought to be, at least in part, the site of N, reduction. Both components are extremely

oxygen labile. Biological N,·fixation takes place according to the irreversible reaction:
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N, + 86 + 8H* + 16MgATP —• 2NH, + 1H, + 16MgADP + 16Pi

This reaction requires an anaerobic environment, and both components of nitrogenase. ‘

Physiologically, the reaction is very costly, consuming 8e‘ and 16ATP’s for each molecule

of N, reduced. The H, produced during catalysis is a wasteful side-reaction with no
P

obvious apparent function. The energy lost (2e'/N, reduced) in reducing H* to H, is

regained in some organisms by hydrogen uptake systems (hydrogenases).

Because the Fe protein is an one electron donor to the MoFe protein eight

cycles of electron transfer and ATP hydrolysis take place. The general reaction

sequence is thought to proceed in this order:

1) Fe protein binds 2 MgATPs.

2) Fe protein is reduced by one electron.

3) Fe and MoFe proteins associate.

4) Single electron transfer from the Fe to the MoFe protein coupled to ATP

hydrolysis.

5) Component proteins dissociate. ~

6) Cycle repeats until the MoFe protein (bound with substrate) is sequentially reduced.

The most comprehensive model describing the mechanism of nitrogenase was developed

by Thomeley and Lowe (126). This model can accommodate all available chemical data

on N, reduction. According to their model the rate limiting step is the dissociation of

the component proteins (step 5). In vivo the electron donors to the Fe protein are

probably a flavodoxin and ferredoxin. Specific electron donors to the Fe protein have

been identified only for IC pneumoniae (83,112). These will be discussed latter in the
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text. In vitro sodium dithionite is commonly used as a source of reducing equivalents.

In either case the flow of electrons is from reductant -> Fe protein —• MoFe protein -»

substrate (see Figure 2). Although several studies have revealed important

characteristics of MgATP-binding and hydrolysis, the exact function of this during

catalysis is not known.

Nitrogenase is capable of reducing triple·bonded substrates other than N, (ex.

acetylene, azide, nitrous oxide, cyanide, alkyl cyanides and alkyl isocyanides). All of the

N, analogues inhibit N, reduction. Acetylene proves to bind to nitrogenase as well as ,

N,, (106) and the reduction product, ethylene, is easily detected by gas chromatography.

Acetylene reduction is a standard method for both in vitro and in vivo measurements of

nitrogen fixation. The reaction for acetylene reduction is:

C,H, + 2H* +
2e‘

+ 4MgATP -» C,H, + 4MgADP + 4Pi

Nitrogenase is the only enzyme known to date which can reduce acetylene. This has

made the identification of new diazotrophs much less complicated. The triple bonded

molecule, carbon monoxide (CO), is not reduced by nitrogenase but inhibits the

reduction of all of the mentioned substrates including N,. H, evolution is insensitive to

CO inhibition suggesting separate active sites for N, and H, reduction.

It is important to emphasize that though the general mechanism for N, reduction

is known, the exact function and structure of all the metal prosthetic groups in the

MoFe protein, and the exact site for substrate binding is unknown. The molybdenum

atom within the FeMoco was long thought to be an essential element for N,-reduction,

but the identification of Mo-free nitrogenase systems (altemative systems) (7) has
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Figure 2. Electron transfer through nitrogenase. Eight cycles of protein Association and
disociation and ATP hydrolysis are required to fully reduce N, to ammonia. Circled M
represents the FeMo cofactor and the black boxes represent Fe-S clusters.
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raised questions concerning the catalytic importance of Mo. Altemative nitrogenases

will be discussed in a separate section, and all reference to "nitrogenase" will imply the

Mo-containing enzyme.

'I‘he nif Genes: Products and Functions

Most of the current knowledge of the nitrogen fixation genes (nä) has come

from K pneumoniae and A. vinelandii as both organisms are amenable to sophisticated

genetic manipulation. The Erst important genetic studies of the nä genes were applied

_ to K pneumoniae. Thus, all nä genes, regardless of organism, are denominated on the

basis of their homology to the twenty nä genes identified in K pneumoniae.

The major nä gene cluster is comprised of eight transcriptional units containing

21 nä genes all arranged together on the chromosome. A comparison of the nä clusters

from K pneumoniae and A. vinelandii are presented in Figure 3. The entire nucleotide

sequence for both the K pncumoniae (1) and A. vinelnndii (52) major nä clusters was

recently completed. Some differences observed when comparing the two nä gene

arrangements are: A. vinelandii has several open reading frames (ORFs) not present in

K pneumoniae, large spacer regions are found between the conventional nä genes in A.

vinelandii, and neither a nä? nor a näL homologue has yet been found in A. vinelandii.

One other genetic difference was revealed by mutational analysis of the näF gene in A.

vinelandii (3). Unlike K pneumoniae, NäF— mutants in A. vinelandii are still capable of

diazotrophic growth (Nif*), indicating that the näF gene product is not essential for

nitrogen fixation in A. vinelandii (3). Overall, the organization of the nif genes in A.

vinelandii and K pneumoniae is conserved and many of the homologous proteins
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Figure 3. Comparison of the major nif-clusters from K pneumoniae (top) and A. vinelzmdii
(bottom). Arrows above genes represent the start and direction of transcription. Numbers
corespond to open reading frames.
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(especially the component proteins) have been shown to be functionally identical in

genetic and biochemical complementation studies (30). ·

The structural proteins, Fe protein and the oz and ß subunits of the MoFe

protein, are encoded by the ny Ii D, and K genes respectively. When synthesized,

i
these polypeptides are not active until proper post-translational modifications are

completed by other ny-specific gene products. The functional role(s) of each ny gene

product is presented in Table 2. To date, the ny gene products are assigned to at least

one of six functional groups: nitrogenase structural component, electron transport,

FeMoco biosynthesis, Fe protein maturation, MoFe protein maturation, or regulatory

element.

1ufH gene product: The Fe protein

_Nif H enoodes a 33 Kd monomer subunit of the Fe protein. The dimer contains

a redox active 4Fe·4S center, two consensus ATP-binding sites and regions for MoFe

protein interaction. Complete amino acid sequence: are known for the ny]-! gene

products from 16 different bacterial species (see Table 3.). Comparisons of the nyH

gene products reveal strong sequence conservation (39,40). The common features

observed are: presence of 5 conserved cysteines positioned in regions which are also

conserved, a consensus ATP-binding site (101), and the conservation of an arginine at

residue 100.

The importance of the conserved cysteinyl residues has been investigated by both

chemical and genetic modification studies. Howard et al (41), proposed a model which

places Cys97 and Cys132 as ligands to the Fe—S center within the Fe protein dimer.
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Table 2. Proposed fuctions of the nif gene products

nif gene Function h
H Fe protein monomer, FeMoco biosynthesis
D MoFe protein cz-subunit
K MoFe protein ß-subunit

E FeMoco biosynthesis
N FeMoco biosynthesis
B FeMoco biosynthesis
Q FeMoco biosynthesis
V Homocitrate synthase, FeMoco biosynthesis

U Maturation/stability of active Fe protein _
S Maturation/stability of active Fe protein
W Maturation/stability of active MoFe protein
Z Maturation/stability of active MoFe protein
M Maturation of Fe protein

F Flavodoxin, electron transport to nitrogenase
J Pyruvate: fiavodoxin oxidoreductase, electron transport

A Positve activation of nä transcription
L Negative regulator of NifA function

T Unknown ·
Y Unknown
X Unknown _
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Table 3. Available nitrogenase amino acid sguences

Organism NifI-I NifD NifK Reference

Anabaena x x x 63,70
A. vinclandii x x x 9
A. chroococum x 103
Br: japonicum x x x 33,58,125
C. pasturianium x x x 17,130,134
K pneumoniae x x x 1,50,121
R. meliloti x 127
R. phaseoli x 95

_ R. parasponia x x x 109,132
R. IRc78 x 134
R. OR5571 x 85
R. mfolii x 108
Rh. capsulatus x x x 57,107
TI ferrooxidans x 94
Mb. ivanovii x 117
Mc. thermolithotrophius x 117
Mc. voltae x 116
Frankia x 84
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their studies show that residues 97 and 132 are selectively labeled with iodo
[2-"‘C]

acetic acid (IAA) in the presence of nucleotide, and the labeling corresponds with the

observable loss of the Fe-S center. In a separate experiment, Fe protein was incubated

with IAA, nucleotide, and a chelator. Again, residues 97 and 132 showed enhanced

labeling compared to the other cysteinyl residues in the protein. This suggested that as

the Fe-S center is chelated, the exposed thiol ligands (Cys97,132) are readily labeled.

Genetic studies (47) further strengthened this model. Using site-directed

_ mutagenesis it was possible to convert each individual conserved cysteine to a serine.

Mutants with serines at either positions 97 or 132 were Nif - and had no detectable Fe

protein activity, while alteration at the other three cysteines had moderate levels of

enzyme activity. The absence of Fe protein activity for the 97 and 132 cys to ser

mutants was attributed to the elimination of the Fe-S center as a result of removing the

thiol ligands.

As stated before, the exact role of ATP-binding and hydrolysis is unclear, but

some insight is revealed by these observations: binding of MgATP to the Fe protein

lowers the redox potential, making it a more powerful reductant (137), EPR and CD

spectra changes after MgATP binding, indicating a conformational change (118,138), and

accessibility of various reagents to the Fe-S center is increased when MgATP is

incubated with the Fe protein (41). One can envision, that when MgATP binds to the

Fe protein it is readily reduced, and in a conformation with the reduced Fe-S center

exposed, thus enabling easy association with the oxidized MoFe protein allowing efficient
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electron transfer coupled to hydrolysis of the MgATP.

The mixing of purified component proteins from different bacterial species

defined a range of functional complementary nitrogenases (30). Of particular interest is

the inactive nitrogenase complex formed from mixing Fe protein from C. pasteurianum

with the MoFe protein from A. vinelandii (29). The defective complementation is

attributed to the tight Fe-MoFe protein complex formed, such that component

dissociation is not possible. The Fe protein from A. virzelandii is elongated by 13 amino

acids (including tive negatively charged residues) when compared to C. pasteurianum

(39). The C-terminal ends of these proteins have been suggested to provide proper

MoFe protein recognition. An elaborate genetic manipulation has made possible the

construction of an A. vinelandii-C. pasteurianum hybrid Fe protein. The last 18 residues

· of the A. vinelandii Fe protein are replaced by the last five residues from the C.

pasteurianum Fe protein sequence. This hybrid protein strain is capable of diazotrophic

growth, a result which demonstrates that the differences in the two Fe protein’s C-

terminal ends cannot fully account for the tight inactive complex seen in vitro (Dean,

unpublished data).

The Fe protein from many photosynthetic bacteria is inactivated by the covalent

attachment of ADP-ribose to one monomer at arginine 100 (38,93). The inactivation is

catalyzed by an ADP-ribosyl transferase using NAD as a substrate, and reactivation

(removal of the ADP-ribose) is catalyzed by another enzyme, glycohydrolase (38).

Though this mode of regulation was demonstrated in vitro with Fe proteins from several

sources, no physiological role has been shown in vivo for A. vinelandii (65).
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Besides being the specific electron donor to the MoFe protein, the Fe protein

also serves a function in the assembly of the FeMo cofactor (100). This will be ‘

discussed in a separate section describing all the known FeMoco biosynthetic genes and

their products.
_

IIIYD and ru]K: The MoFe protein

The nifD gene encodes the 55-58 Kd a·subunit, and r1üK encodes the 56-59 Kd

ß-subunit, together in a aß, conformation, they comprise the MoFe apo—protein. The

active form contains 2 atoms of molybdenum and approximately 32 Fe and 32 S' atoms.

The metals are arranged in six prosthetic groups (based on their Mossbauer and EPR

properties) of at least two distinct types, four 4Fe-4S centers (P-clusters), and two FeMo

cofactors (FeMocos) (115).

The complete amino acid sequences are known for the MoFe proteins of several

diazotrophs (see Table 3). When primary sequences of the a and ß-subunits are

compared among different organisms as in Figures 4 and 5, strong sequence

conservations are revealed. The high degree of conservation between nitrogenases· from

different organisms is usually attributed to the conformational constrains required for

positioning the various metal centers. There are tive conserved cysteines (positions

62,88,154,183,275) in the a-subunit and three conserved cysteines (positions 70,95,153) in

the ß-subunit (position numbers correspond to the A. vinelandii sequence). These

residues have received attention because cysteinyl·mercaptide ligands have been well

characterized in Fe·S containing proteins, thus setting a precedence for possible

cysteine metal ligands in the MoFe protein. The conservation of residues surrounding
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Figure 4. Alignment of MoFe protein a·subunit sequences from A. vineländii (Av), K
pneumomae (Kp),Anabaena 7120 (An), B1: japomcum (Bj), and C. pastuerianum (Cp). See
table 3. for references. Ammo acids conserved in all five organisms are boxed. Alignement
adjustments were made to provide the best fit (dashed lines). Conserved cysteine residues
discussed in the text are at positxons 62, 88, 154, and 275 of the Av-oz sequence (top line).
Conserved histxdme residues 80 and 83 are also discussed.
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Figure 5. Alignment of MoFe protein ß·subunit sequences from A. vinelandii (Av), K
pneumoniae (Kp),Am1baena 7120 (An), Br: japonicum (Bj), and C. pastuerianum (Cp). See
table 3. for references. Amino acids conserved in all tive organisms are boxed. Alignement
adjustments were made to provide the best Et (dashed lines). Conserved cysteine residues
discussed in the text are at positions 70, 95, and 154 of the Av-ß sequence (top line).
Conserved histidine residue 90 is not boxed because the An sequence has a glutamine at
the corresponding position.
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each cysteine has important implication if these regions are indeed the metal-binding

domains. As would be expected, the strong primary sequence conservations translates
A

to a conservation at the secondary structural level, as predicted by computer analysis

(50,63,130,132). Such analysis place each conserved cysteine in hydrophilic regions of

the protein, usually a surface or near surface location. A surface location may be

necessary for the acceptance of electrons from the Fe protein during catalysis.

Because only 16 cysteines are conserved, and 18 would be required if thiols were

_ to supply the only ligands to the metal centers, other amino acids must be involved in

metal binding. Genetic evidence and metal cluster extrusion requirements (which will be

mentioned later) suggest that some thiol ligands are suspected in both the P-clusters and

FeMocos. One residue, Cysteine 154 of the a-subunit is considered a good candidate

for P-cluster binding because it is contained in stretch of amino acids which show a

remarkable identity with a ligand domain of some bacterial ferredoxins. The common

sequence surrounding Cys 154 (Glu-Q-Pro-Val·Gly-X·Ile) may provide an important

structural pocket for a Fe-S center (64). A specific site-directed mutant of A. vimzlandii

which has the conserved Cys275 from the a-subunit, replaced with a Ser, is incapable of

diazotrophic growth, and acetylene reduction (11) and does not contain the
S=’/2

EPR

signal indicative of FeMoco (see below) (13). Three important observations which

suggest that Cys275 supplies a thiol ligand to FeMoco are: 1) postulation of a single

thiol ligand to FeMoco (14), 2) correlation between a conservation of amide containing

residues near Cys275 and the nature of N·Methyforamide FeMoco extrusion (10), 3)

increased availability of FeMoco in crude extracts of a Cys275 to Ala mutant of K
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pneumoniae (21).

Physical characteristics of the MoFe protein suggested the a and ß-subunits may

be similar (59,64,133). Besides their similar molecular weights and amino acid

compositions, there are regions which appear very similar when the primary sequences of

both subunits are compared. A diagrammatic comparison is shown and discussed in a

later section (see Figure 11). The most striking observation is the nearly identical

arrangement of the first three conserved cysteines in both the oz and ß- subunits. The

predicted structural similarities surrounding conserved cysteines 62, 88, and 154 in the oz-

subunit, and 70, 95, and 153 in the ß-subunit, were found in two other gene products

(located immediately downstream of the nifD and K genes), the NifE and NifN proteins.

The relevance of this observation is examined in the FeMoco biosynthetic genes and

products section. The subunit-subunit similarities may indicate functionally homologous

regions within the MoFe tetramer. ß
The FeMo cofactor and P-clusters within the MoFe protein have been

intensively studied because of their importance in the catalytic function of the enzyme.

Arguably one of the most important advances in the study of nitrogenase was the

identification and isolation of the FeMo cofactor (98,111). Brill and coworkers first

demonstrated that a solution of HC1 treated MoFe protein , which was completely

devoid of activity, contained a factor which restored N,-fixing activity to crude extracts of

a mutant strain, A. vinelandii UW45 (defective in MoFe activity) (81). The activating

factor (now known to be FeMoco) was demonstrated in preparations of K pneumoniae,

C. pasteurianum, and R. rubrum. UW45 has subsequently been shown (by DNA
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sequencing) to be defective in a gene (nüB) required for FeMoco biosynthesis (55).

Shah and Brill isolated the low molecular weight activating factor which they ·

named FeMoco. The extraction of FeMoco requires an anaerobic preparation of MoFe

protein be partially denatured with citric acid, neutralized, and then extracted with

" alkaline N-methyforamide (NMF). Soon after the isolation procedure was worked out,

FeMoco was examined by EPR and Mossbauer spectroscopy (98). The biologically

unique S =
’/2

EPR spectra detected in preparations of MoFe protein were nearly

identical to the spectra obtained from purified FeMoco, therefore FeMoco was

identified as the EPR active metal center in the MoFe protein. The EPR signal of

isolated FeMoco could be reshaped to closer resemble that of native MoFe protein by

the simple addition of thiolphenol, and the nature of NMF extraction was attributed to

a N·deprotonated amide ligand (124,129), both indications of possible S and N-

containing ligands to FeMoco in the native protein. Burgess et al. has shown that

isolated FeMoco reacts with a single thilolate (one per Mo atom), further evidence of at

least one S-ligand to FeMoco (14). .

FeMoco within the protein exhibits three oxidation states: 1) FeMoco oxidized

(EPR silent), 2) FeMoco semireduced (EPR active), 3) FeMoco reduced (EPR silent).

The transition from FeMoco (ox) to FeMoco (semireduced) requires the addition of one

electron (82) a second electron fully reduces it to the FeMoco (reduced) state.

The most informative FeMoco structural data has come from X—ray absorption

near·edge spectra (XANES) comparisons between synthetic Mo-containing compounds

and FeMoco, both bound and free of the MoFe protein (82). The comparison suggest
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that FeMoco contains a MoS, core. A number of proposals for the structure of

FeMoco have been presented, unfortunately none have been consistent with the

observed spectroscopic data (32). Recently an organic compound (homocitrate) was

found to be incorporated into FeMoco (remember the requirement for citric acid during

FeMoco extrusion) (44).

Extrusion of the P-clusters involves an exchange of the protein ligands with an

extracting thiol compound (62). This is suggestive of at least some thiol ligands supplied

by cysteinyl residues within the protein. Characterization of the P·clusters is made · .

difficult due to the complex mixture of metal groups (all containing Fe) which are

seemingly close together. Mossbauer experiments detect four different Fe environments

in the MoFe protein labeled,
’M’, ’S’,

’Fe’*”, and
’D’

(135). The
’M’

Fe arises from the

FeMoco, while the remaining Fe species are incorporated in two P-cluster (4Fe-4S)

types, a D,Fe’*, cluster and a D,Fe’*,S, cluster. The
’S’

centers appear to be similar to

the
’D’

centers, and were once thought to be part of a separate metal center from both

the P-clusters and FeMoco (88), but isotopic
”Fe

hybrid studies of the MoFe protein

have proven their prcsence in the P-clusters (72,73). The four P-clusters undergo 4e-

oxidation during thionine titration, and are oxidized before the FeMoco. The specific

redox properties, protein ligands, subunit location, and catalytic function (if any) of the

two P·cluster types is unknown. It is known that the P-clusters are novel Fe-S centers,

and the environment in which the P-clusters reside is different than the well

characterized bacterial ferredoxins Fe-S centers (135).

Nif H, F, N, B, Q, and V gene products: FeMoco biosynthetic proteins
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The synthesis of FeMoco begins with the extracellular uptake of Mo and

proceeds through a series of poorly understood steps where it is assembled and inserted

in the MoFe-apoprotein. It is now known that at least six nä-specific gene products are

required for the synthesis of the FeMo cofactor in K pneumoniae and A. vinelandii.

Lesions in the nüE, N, and B genes result in Nif- mutant strains which do not

accumulate FeMoco. Addition of FeMoco to crude extracts of nifE, N, and B mutants

restores nitrogen fixing activity. Recently an in vitro system for FeMoco biosynthesis

was described (114). The system requires the mixing of crude extracts of K pneumoniae

_ (NifE— or N-) and A. vinelandii (NifB-) mutant strains, with MoO," and MgATP. This

has provided an assay for the puritication and characterization of the nü‘EN gene

products (92). As predicted by Dean and coworkers (10), the nü"EN gene products

appear to form an aß, complex. Furthermore the complex has a UV-visible spectrum

typical of an Fe-S protein suggesting the presence of Fe-S centers. The MoFe and

mfEN proteins are similar in size, charge distribution, and oxygen sensitivity (92). The

m}EN complex has been proposed to form a scaffold on to which the FeMo cofactor is

assembled (10,19). The basis of this prediction relies on the striking amino acid

sequence homology between the ni/E and D, and nüN and K gene products respectively

(see Figures 6 and 7). Comparison of the nüE protein sequence to the mfD protein

sequence reveals four of the five cysteines conserved in MoFe a·subunits are conserved

in the nüE gene product. The four cysteines correspond to Cys62, 88, 154, and 275 of

the n#D gene product. Comparison of the m)‘N protein sequence to the nü‘K protein

sequence reveals that one of the three conserved cysteines of ß-subunits is also
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vinelandii (Av·E) and K pneumoniae (Kp-E). Dashed lines represent alignment adjustments
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residues. Deduced amino acid seqence of Kp·E was accomplished in part of this study.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the MoFe ß·subunit and the mfN-encoded polypeptides from A.
vinelzmdii (Av-N) and K pneumoniae (Kp-N). Dashed lines represent alignment
adjustments to provide the best fit. Note that only cysteine 95 (ß~subunit) is conserved in
both NifN proteins, this may reflect the different metal-binding properties of the NifEN
complex. Deduced amino acid seqence of Kp-N was accomplished in part of this study.
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conserved in the ni/'N gene product. The primary amino acid sequence of the of the

A. vinclandii and K pneumoniae nifEN gene products share significant identity, and the ·

cysteinyl arrangement is identical (this study). The binding of FeMoco to the NifEN

complex has not yet been proven, but it would be expected that the specific amino acid
e

ligand arrangement would be different from that of the MoFe protein if the cofactor is

to escape before entering the apo-MoFe protein (19).

Strains with deletions in the
nü‘V

gene produce a cofactor which exhibits

substantial acetylene reduction activity but is incapable of efficiently reducing N, (53,71).

The n1:fV gene product has been proposed to- encode a homocitrate synthase, and as

mentioned before, homocitrate has been shown to be an integral part of FeMoco (44).

Addition of homocitrate to derepressing NifV- K pneumoniae cells, cures the NitV-

phenotype (43). Similar cultures of A. vinelandii are not cured by addition of

homocitrate to 1mM. However, the amino acid oomparisons of the nüV gene products

from both organisms (6) suggests that the proteins have a similar if not identical

function (ie. homocitrate synthase). ~

The nifH gene product (Fe protein), besides being the reductant to the MoFe

protein during catalysis, is also physically required for the biosynthesis of FeMoco in A.

vinelandii (100). Both in vivo and in vitro experiments support the participation of the

Fe protein in FeMoco biosynthesis. In vivo, specific nüH deletion strains are defective

in MoFe protein activity, and crude extracts of these strains assayed for MoFe activity

(incapable of acetylene reduction) are reactivated by the addition of FeMoco. In vitro,

FeMoco biosynthesis is carried out with nüH deletion strain extracts, only if intact Fe
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protein is added. Further investigation has shown that the elimination of the Fe—S

center within the Fe protein not only blocks substrate reduction, but also abolishes the

FeMoco biosynthetic activity of the Fe protein (47). It has been proposed that the Fe

protein serves as a electron donor to the nifEN complex during FeMoco biosynthesis, in

a MgATP dependent reaction analogous to the redox step during substrate reduction

(47,100).

NifQ- mutants of K prwumoniae and A. vinelandii display a leaky phenotype

(49,55). This mutation can be suppressed by the addition of molybdate (1 100;.tM) to .

the culture medium. Derepressed cultures of K pncumoniae nifl) mutants grown in the

presence of "Mo prove that the uptake of Mo is not impaired, but at low

concentrations of Mo, accumulation is decreased when compared to the wild type

amount (49). Because a raised concentration of Mo can completely cure the NifQ-

phenotype, the m]Q gene product is thought to be involved in an early step of Mo

processing during FeMoco biosynthesis (49).

nifF and nif]: Electron transport to nitrogenase V

The transfer of electrons to nitrogenase appears to be different in K

pneumoniae and A. vinelandii. The biochemical and genetic analysis of electron

transport to nitrogenase is well characterized in K pneumoniae (23,35,42,83). The

identification of nüF and nä] gene products as electron transport components came

from the observation that extracts prepared from mutants with deletions in these genes

could reduce acetylene only if dithionite was included as an electron donor (87,119).

Dithionite directly reduces the Fe protein thus by·passing any specific physiological
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donor (87). Both proteins have been puritied and their redox properties have been

studied extensively (112,83). The two electron oxidation of pyruvate is catalyzed by the

nä] gene product, a pyruvatezflavodoxin oxidoreductase, this reduced enzyme then passes

a single electron to the m)‘F gene product, a flavodoxin. The reduced flavodoxin is the

specific one electron donor to the Fe protein (112).

The nüF gene product appears to have a different function(s) in A. vinelandii,

for it is not absolutely required for nitrogen fixation (3). Earlier reports suggested that

a ferredoxin could supply electrons to nitrogcnase (4), as occurs in C. pasteurianum (80).

A An A. vinelcmdii ferredoxin (fdxA) has been sequenced and mutagenized (79). FdxA·

mutants ofA. vinelandii have normal diazotrophic growth ratcs. A double mutant, with

defective NifF and FdxA proteins, has a slightly reduced growth rate under both

nitrogen-fixing and non-nitrogen-fixing conditions. Therefore, NifF and FdxA may have

other metabolic functions unrelated to nitrogen fixation (69), but it can not be ruled Out

that they can also participate in redox reactions of nitrogcnase.

Recently the f.xA, B, C, and X genes from R melilotii have been cloned and

sequenced (27). Preliminary DNA hybridization experiments have identitied the

presence of these genes in A. vinelarzdii. FixA, B, C, and X gene products have been

suggested to be electron transport components based on the amino acid sequence

identity between the fixX gene product from R. meliloti and fdxA gene product

(Ferredoxin I) from A. vinelandii (27). R. meliloti and A. virtelandii are microaerobic

and obligately aerobic respectively, thus it is not inconceivable that these two organisms

would have electron transfer systems quite different from the facultative anaerobe K
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pneumoniae.

nifA and ni£L: nif gene regulators
i

K pneumoniae ny gene expression is regulated in a two-tiered cascade (89).

Gene products of ntrA, B, C control the first steps of global nitrogen regulation. Under

nitrogen limiting conditions, ntrB (possible N·sensory element) activates the ntrC gene

product (transcriptional activation element) via phosphorylation, which in tum stimulates

ntrA-mediated transcription of the ntr-dependent promoters (66). NtrA, a RNA

. polymerase sigma-like factor, allows recognition of ntr-dependent promoters, specitically

a -24 to -12 consensus sequence i-N,-’I'I‘@A. An NtrA-NtrC (active) complex

facilitates transcription of the nyLA operon. The second tier of regulation is controlled

by the specific activities of the nyL and A gene products. The remaining ny operons

have the -24 to -12 consensus sequence, as well as an upstream activator sequence

(UAS) (78). Their transcription requires that NifA and NtrA recognize the UAS and

ny promoter sequence respectively.

The nyA gene product itself is regulated by NifL in response to changes in

environmental conditions. Under increased oxygen or nitrogen concentrations nyA is

inactivated, thus shutting off all ny expression. NifL is believed to be responsible for

the inactivation process (24,75). The nyA gene from K pneumoniae has been

sequenced, and the deduced polypeptide has been shown to contain an ATP-binding

domain as well as a helix-tum-helix DNA-binding motif (a structure expected of a DNA-

binding regulatory protein) (24).

Mf gene regulation in A. vinelandii is similar to the regulation discussed for K
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prteumoniac. Both organisms have consensus ny promoter sequences and UAS

preceding most nä' transcriptional units (1,52) as well as functionally homologous ntrA,

B, and C gene products (76,128). The nü”A gene product from K pneumoniae has been

shown to be functionally homologous in A. vinelandii (60). Indeed, the amino acid

sequence derived from the nifA encoding region from A. virwlandii reveals the same

structural domains (ATP-binding, DNA—binding domains) (2).

One fundamental difference between A. vinelandii and K pneumoniae nä

regulation is that the nt1C gene product is not required for A. vinelandii mf expression

(128). Bennett et al. (2) has suggested that an open reading frame preceding the A.

vinelandii mfA gene may act in a function analogous to the ntrB, C regulatory elements.

To date, no nüL gene homolog has been found in A. vinelandii

ru]U, S, W, Z, and M gene products: Nitrogenase maturation proteins

NifM- mutant strains of A. vinelandii (53) and K przcumoniae (99) have a strictly

Nif’ phenotype. In vitro, the addition of Fe protein stimulates acetylene reduction in

crude extracts of NifM- mutant strains (99). Two functions of the mfM gene product

which have been suggested both relate to the direct activation of the Fe protein.

Howard et al. (46) proposed that the rt#M gene product may be responsible for

inserting the Fe-S center into the Fe protein. However, two separate observations lend

evidence against this proposal. First, NifM- strains are fully capable of FeMoco

biosynthesis and second, rtifl-I site-mutants (discussed before) which do not contain the

Fe-S center, are not capable of FeMoco biosynthesis. Considered together, this would

indicated that the role of NifM is probably not the insertion of the Fe-S centers into
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the Fe protein. The second suggestion for NitM’s role in Fe protein activation is that is

initiates a required conformational change upon the Fe·S center, after it has been ·

inserted into the apo-Fe protein (47).

A. vinelandii mutant strains containing deletions in the nifU gene are incapable
i

of diazotrophic growth and crude extracts of these strains are greatly reduced in Fe

protein activity (52). Though the nüU gene products from A. virtelamiii and K

pneumoniae share signiticant identity (6), the mQfU gene product is not essential for

diazotrophic growth in K pneumoniae (74). Furthermore, an active K prteumoniae Fe

protein can be synthesized in E. coli (non-nitrogen fixer) in the absence of NifU (46).

The nüS gene product is not absolutely required for diazotrophic growth in A.

vinelandii (52), K pneumoniae (99), and B. japonicum (28), though NifS - strains from

these organisms have a leaky Nif- phenotype. Nitrogenase derepressed crude extracts of

A. vinelamlii and K pncumoniae _NifS - strains have very low levels of Fe protein activity

(53,99). In vitro fully active Fe protein requires some function supplied by NifS.

Jacobson et al. has considered the possibility that NifU and NifS are subunits of a single

enzyme (53).

A. vinelandii and K pneumoniae strains defective in the ni/W and nüZ genes are

still capable of diazotrophic growth, but at a slower rate than the wild type strains due

to decreased MoFe activities (53,91). Acetylene reduction assays of these strains were

not enhanced by the addition of purified FeMoco (53,91).

rufI‘, Y, and X: Functions unknown

Deletions in r1ifT, Y, or X genes do not affect diazotrophic growth in A.
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vinelandii and no function has yet been defined for these genes (52). The nüT, Y, and

X genes have been sequenced from A. vinelandii (52) and K pneumoniae (this study).

Alternative Nitrogenase Systems

The observation that certain Nif- strains of A. vinelandii, unable to grow on N-

free medium containing Mo (10 uM), were able to grow on N-free medium when Mo

was absent, led to the discovery of' alternative Mo-free nitrogenases (7). The

pseudorevertants were analyzed by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and were shown

to synthesize at least four proteins not present in the NH} grown state, nor were these .

proteins present in normally derepressed wild type cultures (7). The first sound

evidence for nitrogen fixation by an altemative system (not the Mo-nitrogenase) came

from the labs of P. E. Bishop and D. R. Dean. They constructed A. vinelandii strains

carrying specific deletions within the nitrogenase structural genes (Am]HDK), these

strains were able to grow on N-free medium in the absence of Mo (8).

Two different metal containing nitrogenases have been discovered, a vanadium

nitrogenase called nitrogenase—2 (37,102), and a Fe nitrogenase, called nitrogenase-3

(18). Both altemative systems have been isolated from A. virzelandii and A.

chroococcum. The expression of nitrogenase—2 requires the absence of Mo and the

presence of V, while the expression of nitrogenase-3 requires the absence of both Mo

and V. Regulation appears to be at the level of transcription, with the two alternative

systems repressed by Mo (51).

Nitrogenase-2 Fe protein very similar in structure to the conventional Fe

protein. The Fe protein from nitrogenase-2 can effectively reduce the conventional
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MoFe protein for enzymatic activity. The vanadium in nitrogenase—2 is contained within

a VFe cofactor (FeVaco) which is extracted from an aß, protein analogous to the

MoFe protein (26). The genes encoding the nitrogenase-2 structural proteins (vnfl-IDK)

have been sequenced from A. chroococcum (103), and the gene encoding the

nitrogenase-2 Fe protein has been sequenced from A. vinclarxdii (97). Sequence analysis

of the mf genes reveals the presence of polypeptide subunits similar to the MoFe

I protein’s subunits, with the conservation of all the cysteinyl residues.

Several genes from the conventional (nä) system are required for proper

_ altemative nitrogen fixation. NÜM and ni/B gene products are required for nitrogen

fixation under all environmental conditions tested (54,61). The n!rA gene product is

required for expression of all nitrogen fixation genes (conventional and alternative)

(128). Preliminary reports suggest the nifU, S and V gene products may have some role

in altemative nitrogen fxation, though these gene are not essential (Jacobson personal

communication).



MATERIAIS AND MEPHODS

E. coli Strains and Growth l
E. coli strain TB1 [Alac-pro strA am thi @80dlacZ AM15 hsdR] served as the

host for all plasmids and E. coli strain 71-18 [Alac-pro thi‘ strA supE endA sbcB15 hsdR4

(F’pr0AB lacI"Z M15)] served as the host for all M13 bacteriophage vectors. When

necessary the medium was supplemented with 100ug/ml ampicillin. M13 viruses and

DNA was prepared as described by Messing (77).

. A. Strains and Growth.

A complete list of mutant A. vinelandii strains used in this study is found in

Table 4. All strains were constructed from the wild type A. vinelamlii OP.

Wild type and mutant strains were grown at 30° C on a modified Burk medium

(120). When a fixed nitrogen source was required, filter sterilized ammonium acetate

was added to a concentration of 30 mM for plates, and filter sterilized urea was added

to a concentration of 10mM, for liquid media. When necessary the medium was

supplemented with 20 ug/ml ampicillin, or 5 ug/ml rifampin. Diazotrophic growth rates

were determined by inoculating 100 mls of N-free Burk medium in a 500 ml capacity

Klett-Summerson flask with an actively growing culture, to a klett of 1-10. Klett

measurements were taken every one to two hours until a stationary phase was observed.

Site-directed Mutagenesis.

Oligonucleotides with specific amino acid substitutions were synthesized on a

Beckman System 1 Plus DNA synthesizer. At the nucleotide coding regions where

34
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substitutions were desired an equal molar mixture of A, C, G, and T were programmed

to be added to the growing oligonucleotide. Oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis was

performed by the primer extension method of Zoller and Smith (136) followed by a

methylation step (45). Single stranded template DNA used for the primer extension was

obtained by cloning the appropriate nif—speciüc region into M13mp18. Single lane

dideoxy sequencing was used to screen for substitutions. Further DNA sequence

analysis using all four bases was done to determine the exact substitution made.

Replicative-form M13 mutant DNA was isolated for transformation of A. vinelandii cells.

A list of oligonucleotides used to construct site-directed mutants is found in Table 5.

Single Stranded Cassette Mutagenesis

All mutations made at Histidine 83 (except D83HM which was made as

described above) were made using a 60 base pair oligonucleotide with ends compatible

for ligation into a Apa I and BssH II digested parent vector. The codon at position

corresponding to His 83 was made degenerative in order to obtain a random sequence

at this position (see Table 5.). Approximately 1-2 ug of the oligonucleotide was mixed

with an equal amount short oligo adapters and annealed at 55°C for 30 minutes. This

double/single stranded hybrid DNA has compatible sticky ends for ligation into the Apa

I/BssH II digested vector (1-5 ug), pDB 252. The plasmid pDB 252 is a pUC 18

derivative containing a 1.5 Kb Eco RI fragment which codes for the first half of NifD.

The ligation mixture was incubated ovemight, then transforrned into E. coli TB1,

outgrown 2-4 hours, then plated on LB plates containing ampicillin. Plasmid DNA was
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isolated from single colonies for screening by single base dideoxy DNA sequencing.

Identification of plasmids containing inserts was simplified by the presence of a AAA ·

sequence coding for Lys76 in nifD in all replacement positive plasmids, while all wild

type plasmids contain an AAG-Lys codon. All recombinant plasmids containing a
I

mutation at Histidine 83 were CsCl-ethidium bromide banded, resequenced, then

transformed into A. vinelandii. A schematic representation of the cassette replacement

strategy is shown in Figure 8.

Transformation of A. vinelandii ~

Transformations ofA. vinelandii were performed in liquid cultures as described

by Page and von Tigerstrom (90). Specific site~directed mutations contained within a

nifD hybrid plasmids were recombined into the A. vinelandii chromosome by congression,

with rifampin resistance as the selected marker. This procedure was described in detail

previously (11). Also see Figure 9.

PAGE ofA. proteins

Preparation of A. vinclandii extracts for two dimensional gel electrophoresis was

performed as described by Bishop et al (7). Two-dimensional gel analysis was performed

as described by O’Farrell (86). Appendix II includes a detailed description of A.

vinelandii nitrogenase derepression, sample preparation, and 2D-gel running procedures.

When single dimensional PAGE was performed, 1.5 mls of A. vinelandii (70-100

klett) cells were pelleted in microfuge tubes, boiled 5 minutes in 50 ul SDS-sample

buffer, and 15-20 ul samples were loaded on a 10% gel. Gels were run at room

temperature at 20 mA/gel constant amperage. Antibody precipitated crude extracts were
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prepare as such: equal volumes of crude extract (50 ul) and polyclonal anti—MoFe

antibody were mixed for 30 minutes at room temperature, then pelleted for 5 minutes at

14,000 rpms. Protein pellet was dissolved in 50 ul of SDS-sample buffer and boiled 5

minutes, 5-10 ul were loaded per lane.

Dideoxy DNA sequencing

Double stranded DNA sequencing of plasmid DNA was performed as stated in

the manufactures instruction (Sequenase version 2.1, USB). Rapid mini-prep plasmid

DNA (8 ul) was denatured in 2 ul of 2N NaOH for 5 minutes as room temperature, .

then 3 ul of primer (10 ng/ul) was added and the mixture neutralized with 3 ul of 3M

Na-acetate pH 5.2, then precipitated with 75 ul of 95% ethanol. Precipitated DNA was

pelleted for 15 minutes and resuspended in 10 ul of 1X Sequenase buffer for sequencing

reactions.

Single stranded sequencing was performed by the Sanger dideoxy chain

terminating procedure (104) using hybrids of filamentous phage vectors described by

Messing (77). Specific plasmids used for sequencing the r1#EN genes from K

pneumoniae were named pDB 339 and pDB 340. pDB 339 is a 2.7 Kb Sal I fragment

cloned into pBR 322 and pDB 340 is a 2.0 Kb Eco RI fragment cloned into pSP 64

riboprobe vector (Stratagene). A physical map of these regions is shown in Figure 22.

Seqences were obtained by digesting puriüed DNA fragments with the individual

restriction enzymes Sau 3A, Eco RI, Sma I, Pst I, Sal I, Eco RV, HinP I or some

combination of these enzymes, and ligated into the appropriately digested replicative

form of the filamentous phage vector DNA. All enzymes, buffers and nucleotide mixes
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were purchased from Bethesda Research Labs. (Bethesda, MD). All radiolabeled

chemicals were purchased from New England Nuclear (DuPont, Boston, Mass).
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by transformation of the appropriate nü‘D (Nif-) site-directed mutant strain,
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vinelandii chromosome by transforming the wild type strain to the Nif'- character (B). The
text refers to (A) as a genetic rescue.
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Table 5. A. vinelandii strains used ln this study

Strain nifD mutation Nif ohenotwe RF or olasmid
DJ273 D62CA · M.·z38
DJIS9 DGZCS • Mn27
D.I!•36 DGZCV - RF2
D.I&38 D62CL · RF4

_ DJALO D62CK • RFl
DJAAZ D62CG -

° RF5
DJAAS DGZCE - RF6
DJA47 D62CD • RF3
DJ326 083HC + PLl2
DJBZS D83HI·' + PLl5
DJ330 DBJHL 4-/· PL9
DJ333 D83I-IG ° PL7
DJ337 DBBHP · PLl8
DJ341 DBBHR • PLl6
DJ3Z•3 DBBHI · PL22 '
DJ3~’•S D83HD + . PL2}. ·
DJ39Z DSBHY + . PLl9
DJ393 DSJHM + RZ·'l!•
DJl8l DSBHN + Mn33
DJ23). D88CA ' Mn39 '
DJl62 D88CS +/· Mn8
DJ39S DSBCG 4-/ · RF23
DJ397 D88C’l' 4- RFZA
DJ399 D88CD + RP25
DJ·S01 D88CR ' RF27
DJAOJ D88CV — RP28
DJ405 DBBCE • RF30
DJ407 DBBCP · RF32
DJAO9 D88CO ' RF33
DJ253 D15!•CA - Hn40
D.I!•S DISLCS - Hn3
DJ&1l D15/•CE · RPSS
DJM] DISLCO ' RF36
DJM/• DlS!•CN • RF37
DJM.6 DISACT • R}'38
DJ246 D27SCA · Hn42

‘

DJS6 D275CS · HnlZ
DJ&18 DZTSCD · RFL0
DJAZO D275CE · RFLI
DJAZZ DZTSCT · RFl•3
DJAZA D27SCG · REAL
D.I!•28 D27SC'J · · RFAZ
DJl87 nifD · · pDB243

Hn
-

mutene (RF) made in previous a study \Brigle,Ph.D thesis)
RF • Replicative form M13 DNA
PL = Plasmid DNA used in single stranded cassette mutagenesis
Nif4· capable of diazotrophic growth, Nif4-/· very slow growth, Nif- no growth
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Table 5. Amino acid replacement oligonucleotides used in this study

Target ·
amino acid 5'·single stranded nucleotide seouence-3'

‘
A

D62 CYS CCATCCGCGGCCNNGCCTACG
G

A
D88 CYS GTCCGGTAGGCCNNGGCCAGT

G

A
Dl54 CYS TCCAGTCCGAGCNNCCGATCG

G

A
D27S CYS ACCTGGTICACCNNIACCGCT

•

D83 HIS CGCGCGAATACTGGCCGCAGCCAACCGGACCCNNCCACATGTGGATCATGTCTTTGATGGGGCC
PRIME 2 G PRIMER l

PRIME 1 CCATCAAAGAC

PRIMER Z GGCCAGTATICG

N
-

Random addition of all four bases
Addition of A,C, and G at the first position of was to avoid synthesis of oligos
with stop codons, and cys and ser codons (mutatants already been made).
PRIME 1 and 2 are annealled to D83 HIS oligo to create sticky ends compatible
for ligation with _a Apa I and Bss HII restricted vector (see figure 8).



RESEARCH GOALS

The nitrogenase MoFe protein contains six poorly understood metal-containing

y prosthetic groups of two distinct types. One type, the iron molybdenum cofactor

(FeMoco) has received continuing attention because it is a likely participant in N2-

binding and reduction. The other type, the P-clusters, are thought to be biologically

novel Fe-S centers. Their participation in the catalytic mechanism of nitrogenase is not

known. Previous site-directed mutagenesis studies conducted in this lab have provided a

rationale for assigning specific conserved amino acids as targets for potential metal

center ligands. In a continuation of these studies, this study attempts to define a range

”
of acceptable or non-acceptable amino acid substitutions at each targeted potential metal

ligand contained in the MoFe protein cz-subunit from A. vinelandii. Site-specifically

altered MoFe proteins, if not drastically destabilized, should exhibit changes in catalytic

properties due to elimination or rearrangement of the metal centers, and aid in

formulating a model for metal center binding within nitrogenase.

Amino acid sequence comparisons between the Azotobacter vinelandii oz and ß-

subunits with the mfE and r1üN gene products respectively, have been used as one

criterion for targeting potential FeMoco·binding residues in site-directed mutagenesis

studies. As part of this study, the nucleotide sequence of the FeMoco biosynthetic

genes, nifE and n@fN, from Idebsiella pneumoniae was determined by DNA sequencing.

This information can increase the reliability of amino acid sequence comparisons by

A revealing conserved, as well as nonconserved residues from two physiologically different

43
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species.

The results from the site—directed mutagenesis of the MoFe protein are
‘

presented and discussed in relation to the proposed metal binding models. The

nucleotide sequence of the K pneumoniac nüEN genes is presented in a publication

found in Appendix I. Comparisons of these gene products with the A. vinelarulii nüEN

gene products are presented in the text.



SITE-DIRECFED MUTAGENESIS OFTHEMOFE
PROTEIN FROM AZOTOBACIER VINELANDII

DRESULTS

Nomenclature

Speciüc site-directed mutants are named in order of gene, amino acid residue

number, wild type residue, and then amino acid replacement. For example, a specific

amino acid replacement in the näD gene product at the amino acid Cysteine number 88,

would be designated, D88CA, where A represents the single letter amino acid code of

the new, substitute residue, Alanine.

D 88 C A

nä gene · residue # · WT-Cys · substitute amino acid Ala

All residue numbers will correspond to the A. vinelandii protein sequences, and in most

cases amino acids will be dcsignated by their single letter code. References to strains,

proteins and plasmid DNA either containing or coding for single amino acid

substitutions will follow this nomenclature. When the phrase ”Nif + amino acid

substitution" or ”Nif' ~ amino acid substitution" is used, it will refer to strains with single

amino acid replacements within the MoFe protein which have the ability, or have lost

the ability to grow diazotrophically. Other frequently used vocabulary is: allowable

substitution (a Nif + amino acid replacement), and non allowable substitution (Nif ·

amino acid replacement).

Construction of site-directed Mutants

Individual amino acid replacements in the MoFe protein was accomplished by a

45
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combination of in vitro mutagenesis and in vivo gene replacement techniques. Two

variations of in vitro mutagenesis were used in this study. Observations and comments
’

conceming the two different techniques will be discussed later in this section. Both

techniques result in DNA molecules randomized at two or three predetermined
i

nucleotide positions, such that the amino acid coding information at this position can

direct the synthesis of polypeptides containing different residues at the predetermined

spot. After synthesis and construction of the mutagenic DNA molecules, both

techniques utilize an in vivo gene replacement strategy, illustrated in figure 9. The

benefits of gene replacement over the use of multicopy hybrid plasmids in the

construction of site·directed mutants are: resultant properties of the mutated MoFe

protein can be directly attributed to the known single amino acid replacement, ancillary

nä-specific gene products are unaffected, Fe protein to MoFe protein ratios remain

properly balanced, and mutations remain stable. Another advantage of the gene

replacement strategy is the resultant phenotype of an amino acid replacement, either Nif

+ or Nif ·, can be detected. Both phenotype: can be rapidly identitied in genetic ·

rescue experiments.

The basic concept of the rescue experiment is illustrated in tigure 9A. Instead

of using nifD specific deletion strains, this study made use of Nif - site directed mutants

as the recipient strain to be rescued. In each case, the recipient strain to be rescued

had a Nif -amino acid substitution at the particular Ni£D residue which was being

phenotypically tested. For instance, a plasmid containing the mutation D88CG

(unknown Nif phenotype), would be used to transform DJ231 (D88CA), a Nif - strain.
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The transformed cells are plated on N—free medium and allowed to incubate several

days. If the D88CG DNA recombined properly, and a Glycine at position 88 is an

allowable substitution, this plate would show colonies with visible diazotrophic growth

when compared to the untransformed DJ231 which can not grow diazotrophically.

Altematively, if D88CG is not an allowable substitution, the D88CG DNA would not

rescue DJ231 and this experimental rescue plate would resemble the negative control

(untransformed recipient DJ231).

All of the D83H and D88C Nif + substitutions were noticed to grow at a .

substantially slower rate than the wild type, this phenotype (very slow growth) allowed

for a direct selection observable in the transformation of wild type cells by congression

(see figure 10B). Congression (coincident transfer of genetic markers) with rifampin

resistance was used to construct Q strains, and rescue attempts were used to further

confirm phenotypes, and for rapid screening.

The major differences in the two in vitro mutagenesis techniques is: cassette

replacement relies on the presence of available, close by restriction sites flanking the

desired amino acid of interest, while the oligo extension method can be used to

introduce changes anywhere on the appropriate single stranded M13 hybrid clone. Both

methods work well and can be used simultaneously with rescue experiments to rapidly

determine the phenotypic result of a substitution,

Though the objective of single codon randomization was the construction of a set

of mutants (each with a different amino acid at the same position), there appeared to

be a bias toward the synthesis of a few mutagenic oligonucleotides. The reappearance
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of particular codons limited the number of substitutions that could be made at each

amino acid position. There did not appear to be any pattern in the bias and attempts

to pull out different mutagenic oligos from the combined pool, by changing the

sequence of the M13 template at the variable position, resulted in the isolation of the

same reoccurring clones.

Rationale for amino acid replacements

Because only low resolution X-ray crystallographic data is available for the

nitrogenase MoFe protein, an indirect approach has been used to design experiments r

U which attempt to identify potentially important metal-binding domains. The rationale for

targeting specific residues as potential metal ligands include: (1) consideration of

extrusion requirements of the metal centers; (2) comparison of the MoFe sequences

from different diazotrophic species (interspecies); (3) comparison of the MoFe protein

oz- and ß-subunit sequences (intersubunit); and (4) comparison of the MoFe a- and ß-

subunit sequences with the FeMoco biosynthetic proteins NifE and NiH*I.

(1) Extrusion requirements

There are several indications which suggest that the FeMoco and P-clusters are

not physically associated (62,73). Therefore, separate protein domains can be assigned

to the two metal center types. The nature of extraction of FeMoco with NMF suggests

that the protein functional group binding the FeMoco may resemble an amide (111).

Further evidence suggesting N~ligands to FeMoco, comes from electron spin echo (124)

and FI'-IR analyses (129) of NMF extracted FeMoco. A S-ligand to FeMoco has also

been suggested, since purified FeMoco reacts with a single thiolate (14). Considering
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the above observations, protein bound FeMoco may have N-ligands and at least one S-

ligand.Fe-S

centers of many ferredoxins are bound by thiol ligands (supplied by

cysteinyl residues) and can be removed from the native protein by an organic solvent in

the presence of excess thiols (o-xylyl·a-a’-dithiol). The process involves protein

unfolding and ligand exchange between Cys-SH and the extracting thiol compound. The

isolated Fe-S clusters can then be analyzed by various spectroscopic techniques to define

_ the cluster type (2Fe-2S, 3Fe-3S, 4Fe-4S, etc.) Four P-cluster (4Fe·4S centers) can be

removed from the MoFe protein (without interference from the FeMoco) by the thiol

exchange method suggesting possible peptide thiol ligands. However, the P-clusters have

unusual redox and spectroscopic properties, (when compared to other Cys-bound 4Fe—4S

centers) suggesting other possible ligands besides cysteine, and there is still the

possibility that the P-clusters undergo rearrangement during extrusion and really exist as

two 8Fe-8S centers (36). Considering the thiol extrusion requirements and the unusual

properties of the P-clusters, the four metal centers appear to be held in the MoFe

protein mainly by cysteinyl thiol ligands and possibly one other non·cysteinyl residue.

(2) Interspecies comparüom

Complete amino acid sequences of the cz- and ß- subunits from five different

bacterial species is presented in Figures 4 and 5. Comparison of the respective subunits

reveal a high level of primary sequence identity. Wang et al. compiled the latest

interspeices comparison between nitrogenases (130). Five cysteines are conserved in the

oz-subunit and three cysteines are conserved in the ß·subunit (Cys 62,88,154,183,275 in
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the a-subunit, and Cys 70,95,153 in the ß-subunit). Because extrusion requirements of

the P·clusters suggest thiol ligands, and FeMoco has been demonstrated to react with a

single thiolate, it is highly probable that these conserved residues may supply a cysteinyl

mercaptide ligand to one or the other metal center types.

Considering the total number of conserved cysteines (16) per tetramer, other

ligands to the six metallocenters must be present, for 18 would be required to

coordinate four P-clusters and two FeMocos. Other possible ligands would include

conserved histidines. The a-subunit contains conserved His residues at positions 80, 83,

195, 196, and 275. Conserved Cys residues are located very close to three of these

alternative amino acid ligands. Interspecies comparisons allow for the selection of eight

potential cysteine and several potential histidine residues as targets for site-directed

changes. Furthermore, assignment of both residue types as metal center ligands would

be consistent with the observed extrusion properties. ß

(3) Intersubunit comparisons

There is significant sequence identity found surrounding the oz-subunit Cys 62,

88, and 154, when they are respectively compared to ß·subunit Cys 70, 95, and 153.

The near identical spacial conservation and conservation of predicted secondary

structure, has led to the suggestion that these regions may have similar structural and

functional roles (binding of metal centers) in the MoFe protein tetramer (125). Five

residues preceding the conserved a-subunit Cys 88, there is a conserved His residue

present in the ß-subunits of all sequenced MoFe proteins, with the exception of

Anabaena, which has a Gln at this position. Histidine ligands to a 2Fe·2S cluster has
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been suggested (122). The MoFe a-and ß-subunit comparisons permit the assignment of

four similar domains within the tetramer (two in the a-subunits and two in the ß- t

subunits). Each domain contains four potential amino acid ligands (Cys 62, 88, 154, and

His 83 corresponding to the a-subunit) which could accommodate the coordination of
i

four 4Fe-4S clusters (P-clusters) (see Figures 10 and 11).

Mossbauer spectrum studies have shown that the Fe·S centers in the MoFe
u

tetramer can be differentiated into two non-identical subsets, thought the specific

coordinating ligands to each subset may be similar, if not identical (73). The differences

observed by Mossbauer may reflect the two slightly dissimilar a- and ß·domains

surrounding the Fe-S centers.

(4) Comparison of the MoFe a- and ß-subunits with the FeMoco biosynthetic proteins,

NifE and Ni£N

DNA sequence analysis has revealed that the products of the nüE and n{fN

genes contain considerable identity when compared with the a- and ß-subunits of the

MoFe protein, respectively (10,19). Brigle et al. proposed that FeMoco is built upon a

NifEN complex and then inserted into the apo-MoFe protein (10). This proposal is

based upon two observations: A. vinelandii strains unable to make MoFe protein are still

capable of synthesizing the cofactor (100), and the sequence identity observed when

NifEN and NifDK proteins are compared. Recently, it has been shown that the r1{fE

and mfN gene products do form a aß, complex, which has been purified and shown to

contain Fe and S, but FeMoco has not been demonstrated to be a part of the isolated

complex (92). It seems likely that the FeMoco biosynthetic gene products, NifE and l
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62
cz-RGCAYAGSKGVV
ß-KACQPLGAVLCA

7 O

8 3 8 8
l

oz-HISHGPVGCGQY
ß·PYVHGSQGCVAY

9 O 9 5

154
oz—CPIGLIGDDIES
,8-CMAEVIGDDLNA

153 ~ _

Figure 10. Alignment of amino acid sequences surrounding the proposed P-cluster ligands
(numbered residues) in the MoFe·a- and ß·subunits. 'The numbered residues above the oz-
subunit were targeted for replacement in this study. The numbered residues below the ß-
subunit were targeted for site-directed replacements in a previous study (Brigle, PhD thesis).
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NifN, would share some structurally and functionally related protein domains with the

MoFe protein if the two tetramers bind the same metal centers. Indeed the regions
l

conserved around the cysteines in the MoFe protein are also conserved in NifE and

NiH*I (see Figures 12 and 13). FeMoco held to the NifEN complex would be expected

to be more loosely bound if the cofactor is to escape from the complex and enter the

apo-MoFe protein, therefore identical binding domains would not be suspected in the

two tetramers. This could explain the failed attempts to isolate FeMoco from the

. NifEN complex. Comparison of the nq‘E and nüN gene products with the MoFe oz- and

ß—subunits has supplied additional information for site-directed mutagenesis studies aimed

at ldetermining the important metal-binding domains of the MoFe and NifEN complexes.

Previous site-directed replacements in the nitrogenase component proteins

Both the Fe protein and MoFe protein from A. vinclandii have been altered in

this lab previously by the site-directed mutagenesis strategies discussed (11,47). The

amino acid targets in these studies have been conserved, potential metal center ligands.

The specific thiol ligands to the single Fe-S center in the Fe protein were indirectly

identified by amino acid replacements (47). The MoFe protein has been subject to site

specific alterations in both the cz- and ß- subunits (11,13). Figure 14. illustrates the

substitutions made previous to this study, which have aided in the targeting decision for

multiple replacements.

In continuation of the study summarized in Figure 14, this study has

concentrated on five conserved residues within the a·subunit to further determine the

result of, not just one substitution but several. Residues D83H and D88C were of
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62 70
Ava- LMTIRGCAYA Avß-LTVN A AC
AVE- A-TDGRCSFD AVN-LAVS L AS

. Kpe- A-TAAGCAFD KpN—LAVS I TG

83 88 90 95

Ava- IK MI IS VGC Avß- YV SQGCVA
AVE- VA VA IV IAC AVN- LF SQGCTA
KpE- IA VA LV IGC KpN- LV AQGCSA

154 -

Ava-CPIGLIGDDIESV
AVE-CVPALISDDVDAV .
KpE-CVPAMEGDDLEAV

Figure 12. Alignment of amino acid sequcnces surrounding the conserved cysteines from
the MoFe a- and ß-subunits with the similar regions from the A. vinelandii (Av), and K
pneumoniae (Kp) NifE and NifN polypeptides. Boxed residues are conserved in all three
proteins. Numbers correspond to the conserved cysteine and histidine residues of the A.

vinelandii MoFe protein suspected to be involved in metal coordination.
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— 83 88
AVNifD HISHGPVGCG
KpNifD HISHGPVGCG

__ CpNifD HITHGPIGCS

. AvNifK PYVHGSQGCV
i

KpNifK PYVHGSQGCV -
CpNifK PHSHGSQGCC

AVNifE HIVHGPIACA
KpNifE HLVHGPIGCA
CpNifE HLVHGPIGCA

AVNifN PLFHGSQG,C'I‘
KpNifN PLVHGAQGCS
CpNifN VILHGSQGCS

Figure 13. Comparison of the NitD, Ni£K, Ni£E, and NifN polypeptide regions at
conserved residues histidine 83 and cysteine 88 (Av NifD sequence). Bolded residues are
conserved in all four proteins. Note the similarities between the NifD and NifE, and NitK
and NifN regions respectively. A. vinelandii (Av), K pneumoniae (Kp), C. pneumoniae
(CP)-
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62 88 154 183 275

'RGQAYQ i1;16Pv6<i‘ :oss<:1=161,1600l iCEGFRGVSQ‘ :Nl.VHCYRSMNI
S N I 1 l

sQ G 6 E S
6 E sG EQ Q 6 06 s$1

6
SGH I

G s G .? 1 I
„1<Aco1=% !1~16so6c. rSTTCMAE\/IGDDE

7O 95 153

Figure 14. MoFe protein amino acid substitutions reported previously ( ). Top line
represents the a-subunit polypeptide and the bottom line represents the ß-subunit
polypeptide. Specific substitutions are indicated by the arrows. The resulting Nif
phenotype is shown for each substitution below the single letter amino acid code.
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particular interest because of the observed allowable replacements D83HN and D88CS.

While D88CS is shown to be Nif- in Figure 14, after approximately one week, signs of

diazotrophic growth are apparent, and also this strain exhibits a very low acetylene

reduction rate. The results of the replacements made at these and other amino acid

positions are described next, followed by the discussion of these results in relation to the

proposed metal-binding models.

Characterimtion of amino acid replacement strains

D62C replacement strains ·

U There are eight different strains of A. vinelandii each containing a different

amino acid replacement at D62C. All of these strains exhibit a strictly Nif - phenotype.

The specific residue replacements are illustrated in Figure 15. Both positively and

negatively charged amino acid replacements were constructed (D62CK, D62CD, and

D62CE), as well as two hydrophobic replacements (D62CV and D62CL). The D62CA

and D62CS mutant strains were used for genetic rescue attempts using newly

constructed D62C mutant DNA. These experiments confirmed the Nif - character of all

substitutions made at D62C. Protein samples taken at 0, 3, and 6 hours after

resuspension in N-free medium were analyzed by PAGE, such analyses confirmed the

presence of both MoFe subunits and the Fe protein. Rescue attempts of mutant strain

D62CA with the combined in vitro mutagenized DNA failed to give rise to any Nif +

colonies, this is considered indirect evidence that a cysteine at position 62 of the oz-

subunit is required for nitrogenase activity. The strict requirement for D62C appears to

reflect the thiol functional group of this residue, for a serine at this position (structurally
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similar) is not allowable. Although a methionine substitution was not isolated for D62C,

this would be an interesting replacement, for methionine is the only other S-containing
l

amino acid and has been reported to supply a ligand to a heme Fe in cytochrome c

(48). Another interesting replacement would be at the conserved D66G, for this

residue obviously has no active functional group, but may have an important structural

feature which helps form a active metal-binding domain at the D62C region. The ß-

subunit cysteine (K70C) substitutions also result in Nif - mutant strains, suggesting a

_ similar required function of the two conserved residues.
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62 66
-arg -gly- CYS- ala- tyr- ala- GLY

ASP
GLU
ALA
GLY
VAL
LEU
SER
LYS

Nif

-Figure15. Site-directed replacements made at conserved D62C. All replacement strains
with substitutions at D62C are strictly Nif -. Numbered and capitalized residues are
conserved in both the cz- and ß-subunits. The ß-subunit contains a lysinc at the position
corresponding to arginine 60 (neutral substitution).
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D83H and D88C replacement strains

The conserved possible N-ligand and thiol ligand residues D83H and D88C were ·

replaced with several different amino acid residues (see Figure 16.). The D83HN

mutant strain made previously, can grow diazotrophically, this was evidence that an

l
allowable substitution at D83H was possible. Further identification of allowable

substitutions at this position was attempted and indeed seven of the eleven substitutions

made at this position were Nif + (allowable). Surprisingly, D83HY, D83HD, and

D83HN are the "best" substitutions, these strains grow only slightly slower than the wild

type strain when N, is the sole nitrogen source (see Figure 17). Component activities

seem to reflect the observed diazotrophic growth rates of the Nif + D83H mutant

strains (Table 6). Though the Nif - strains would not grow on N-free media, trace

amounts of ethylene was detected during acetylene reduction assays (data not shown).

Only D83HI and D83HG had specific activities above 0.3 nmoles ethylene

produced/min/mg protein, a rate approximately 100 times slower than the wild type

enzyme. The accuracy of measurements this low makes any conclusions about these

substitutions unreliable. All D83H replacement strains produced visible Fe protein when

derepressed cultures were analyzed by SDS PAGE, and Fe protein activities were

comparable to the wild type strain. Explanations of the Nif + replacements are

considered in the Discussion.

Like D83H, the available site-directed mutant data preceding this study aided in

the targeting of D88C in an attempt to isolate a mutation(s) at this position which had

obviously altered diazotrophic properties (not Nif -). D88CS mutant is a very slow
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growing strain and has a low acetylene reduction rate. Three other amino acid

substitutions were constructed at this position (D88CI', D88CD, and D88CG) which

result in strains able to grow diazotrophically, and also capable of reducing acetylene.

The nonallowabe substitutions at D88C were many (see Figure 16.). All derepressed

. mutant strains produced active Fe protein.

The possibility that serine, threonine, and aspartic acid, supply an oxygen ligand

was considered, and may very well be the case, but obviously this is not the only

possible replacement explanation, for D88CG has no functional group at this position. _

The growth of D88C replacement strains was compared with the wild type strain mainly

on Burk’s N—free agar plates (see figure 18). Attempts to accurately quantitate the

growth rates were difficult under the conditions normally used (30*C, 300RPM, 100ml

in 500ml flask). After four days the tested strains D88CD and D88C1' had not reached

a stationary phase. This appears to be a questionable result considering wild type

doubling time of 2.5 hours. Perhaps this is a reflection of the mutant organisms

response to changes in cellular oxygen concentration, and on plates these organisms can

adjust the cellular O, concentrations to maximize their defective nitrogenase activity. An

increase in O, concentration may be necessary for N, reduction by the mutant enzymes,

if they require additional electrons for tumover (over the normal 8e-/N, reduced).

Both D83H and D88C replacement strains gave rise to Nif + and Nif - phenotypes of

varying magnitude, these strains help to conceive a P-cluster model, a model with

possible cluster rearrangement qualities.
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83 Nif +
LEU
CYS
MET 88
PHE SER
ASN GLY
ASP THR

· TYR 84 87 ASP 91
-HIS -GLY-pro—val-GLY- CYS -gly-gln-TYR-
PRO ARG
ARG VAL
GLY GLU
ILE ALA

PRO
GLN

Nif -

Figure 16. Site·directed replacements made at conserved D83H and D88C. Amino acid
replacement strains which exhibit a Nif + phenotype (allowable substitution) have been
placed above the polypeptide chain, and those below are strains which result in a Nif ~
phenotype (non-allowable substitution). The Nif + residue replacements are organized with
the fasting growing strain being closest to the wild type residue (D83HL is slowest growing
strain of all the D83H mutants). The numbered and capitalized residues are conserved in
both the a- and ß-subunits.
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· ~.¤D83HF

· •D83HL
•D83HD

1 •D83HM
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_ ß hours

Figure 17. Diazotrophic growth of wild type A. vinelandii and Nif+ mutant strains
containing amino acid substitutions at D83H. Growth of A. vinelandii is described in
Materials and Methods.
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Table 6. Growth rates and component protein activities of the wild type strain and Nif +
replacement strains at D83H and D88C

strain mutation % wt doubling MoFe specific Fe specific
activity time (hrs) activity^* activityB*

Wild type none 100 2.50 52.2 45.7
DJ 181 D83HN - 3.75 39.65, 39.05 1652, 7.84
DJ 332 D83HY - 4.00 41.24, 39.09 292 23.93
DJ 328 D83HF - 4.50 29.27 48.10.
DJ 326 D83HC - 6.5-7.0 20.93 47.22
DJ 330 D83HL - 7.5 1.17, 1.02 2938,14.5
DJ 345 D83HD - 4.0 13.56, 4.46 332 29.04
DJ 393 D83HM - 5.0 - -
DJ 399 D88CD 7.4 >10 12.3 52.6
DJ 397 D88CT 1.0 >10 3.7 42.5
DJ 395 D88CG 2.3 >10 5.6 41.4
DJ 162 D88CS - >10 0.3 39.0

^ Determined in the presence of saturating levels of purified A. vinelandii Fe protein
B Determined in the presence of' saturating levels of purified A. vinelandii MoFe protein.
° nmoles of ethylene formed per min/mg crude extract protein
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./

.te
I

Figure 18. Diazotrophic growth characteristics of A. vinelandii mutant strains with
specific amino acid substitutions at cysteine 88 of the MoFe ot-subunit. Cells were
streaked out on Burk’s nitrogen-free medium and incubated for 6 days. A. wild
type, B. D88CD, C. D88CT, D. D88CG, E. D88CS, F. D88CV, G. D88CB, H.
DJl87•nifD strain. Strains F-H are strictly Nif-.
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D154C replacement strains

A variety of amino acid replacements at D154C resulted in mutant strains with a

strictly Nif - phenotype (see Figure 19.). Both positive and negatively charged and

hydrophobic amino acid replacements were identified. The replacement D154CP

isolated would be expected to have gross structural changes because the immediate

neighboring residue is also a proline (two a-helix breakers). The possibility that D154C

supplies an absolutely required thiol ligand to a Fe-S cluster is strengthened by these

substitutions, but if the Fe·S cluster arrangement in the ß-subunit is similar to the oz- _

subunit, the phenotypic result of K153CS would not be expected (this strain will grow

diazotrophically). Two possible explanations (for the Nif+ K153CS mutant) places the

neighboring methionine 163 as a functional replacement ligand, or altematively the other

amino acid neighbor, threonine 161 (if the D88C'l' mutant is used as an expmple).

Highly conserved oz-subunit residues , 159-162, are choice candidates for future

site directed studies. Some alterations at these positions may change the D154C ligand

environment in a manner not possible by directly altering the potentially essential thiol

ligand (D154C), while it appears that K153C could be directly altered without complete

loss of diazotrophy.
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154 159 160 161 162
CYS -pro-ile-gly-leu-H„E-GLY-ASP-ASP”
GLU
GLN
ARG
VAL
PRO

E

SER
ALA

Nif -

Figure 19. Site·directed replacements constructed at D154C. All strains with replacements
at D154C are strictly Nif -. Numbered and capitalized residues are conserved in both the
oz- and ß-subuints. Substitution of the corresponding ß—subunit Cys 153, with a Ser results
in a mutant strain still capable of diazotrophic growth (see text for discussion).
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D275C replacement strains

Several substitutions at D275C were made to provide further evidence that this

cysteine provides and essential thiol ligand to the FeMo cofactor (11,115). This residue

is not conserved in the ß-subunit and is not expected to be involved in P-cluster

coordination. As seen in figure 14 a D275CS and D275CA mutation is Nif -, but a

mutation of D276YS is Nif +, and a combination of mutations which effectively moves

D275C to position 276, results in a Nif - strain, thus suggesting that not only is the thiol

group necessary, but the exact positioning of a thiol in the a·polypeptide is required., I

All mutants constructed with replacements at D275C are Nif - (see figure 20). This is ‘

probably indicative of either elimination or perturbation of the FeMo cofactor. The

component proteins appear to accumulate normally under derepressing conditions. A K

pneumortiae site—directed strain analogous to the A. vinelandii D275CA strain contains a

loosely bound cofactor (21). Further biochemical characterizations are necessary for any

conclusions pertaining to FeMoco binding in the recently constructed D275C

replacement strains. It will be interesting to see if these mutants contain varying

FeMoco binding properties. These strains can be used in current biochemical and

genetic studies which are directed toward the elucidation of FeMoco structure and

ligation in the MoFe protein.
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271 275 279
ASN-leu-val-his-CYS-tyr-arg-se1·—MET

ASP
GLU
VAL
ALA

A GLY
1

· SER
THR

Nif -

Figure 20. Site—directed replacements constructed at D275C. All strains with replacements
at D275C are strictly Nif -. See Hgure 14 for other replacements made in this region.
Numbered and capitalized residues are conserved in the NifE protein.
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Discussion

Amino acid sequence comparisons between the MoFe protein subunits, between ‘

the MoFe protein and NifEN complex,as well as extrusion requirements, have provided

a rationale for indirectly probing the structure and function of Fe-S environments in

nitrogenase. Four amino acid residues in the a-subunit (D62C, D83H, D88C, and

D154C) are predicted to provide ligands to a P-cluster, and the corresponding residues

in the ß-subunit (K70C, K90H, K95C, and K153C) are predicted to act in a similar

_ manner for P-cluster coordination in this subunit. The functional equivalence of these

four residues was predicted previously to be similar (20,50,125). Four P—clusters would

be bound in this fashion in the aß, nitrogenase complex. This proposal is shown

schematically in Figure 21. The depicted model is compatible to the coordination of

two 8Fe-8S centers, a structure of the P-clusters which cannot yet be ruled out (36).

Coordination of an 8Fe-8S center could be accomplished by the four amino acid ligands

proposed in the a-subunit and the four proposed in the ß-subunit, with the P-cluster

bridged between.

Mutations described at each proposed Fe-S ligand in the a-subunit result in

altered MoFe proteins, both active and inactive. Alterations at D62C most likely

abolish the function of the a-P-cluster by disrupting a necessary thiol bond. Though not

proven, it seems reasonable to describe D62C as indispensable to nitrogenase activity,

and it would be very surprising if any of the remaining ten amino acids not used to

replace D62C, would result in an active enzyme. Site-directed studies which are

designed to alter this region (D62C) would have to target residues other than D62C; thc
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Figure 21. Proposed P-cluster coordination within the MoFe cz—subunit (A), and the ,8-
subunit (B). The P-clusters (cubane 4Fe-4S centers) are coordinated by three conserved
cysteines and one conserved histidine residues. Proposed structurally important residues
conserved in both the a- and ß·subunits are indicated with arrows. The ligand arrangements
are slightly dissimilar in the two subunits, this is consistent with the two different Fe
environments

(D,Fe’*
and D,Fe"’,S,) observed by Mossbauer spectroscopy.
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residues of choice would have to be the conserved glycine at position 66 and the

neutrally conserved arginine at position 60. Though only two substitutions have been .

made at the ß-subunit cysteine (K70C) corresponding to D62C, this region would be

expected to react the same to site-directed changes made in this study, for neither

‘
region has an available replacement ligand close-by.

The region containing D83H and D88C was particularly interesting. This peptide

region seems quite "resistant" to amino acid replacements despite its highly conserved

HGxxGC primary sequence. At least in the oz·subunit, the obvious explanation for the

allowable substitutions at D83H is that another histidine residue (DSOH) three positions

away takes over the Fe-S binding role when D83H is altered by some replacements.

This idea is not without precedence. When an A. vinelandii ferredoxin I cysteinyl

residue (cys20) is replaced by alanine the available cysteine (cys24) four residues away

takes over as a ligand and effectively binds the Fe-S center (68). In this case the

rearrangement of the FdI Fe-S center actually changes the three-dimensional structure

of the protein. In an analogous action, the substitutions at D83H may change the _

positioning of two Fe-S centers thus giving rise to various functioning mutant MoFe

proteins. Only X·ray crystallographic data on these replacement enzymes can prove that

possibility, but Mossbauer spectroscopy may reveal changes in the normally observed Fe

environments, suggestive of different ligand arrangements.

At first sight, the D88C substitutions would seem to have a functional pattern l

(with the exception of D88CG). The Nif + replacements may be substituting a oxygen

ligand for a thiol. In vitro, serine has been shown to complex with 4Fe-4S centers
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(31). Though K95CS is a strict Nif- mutant, it would be interesting to see how

threonine, glycine and an glutamic acid would alter nitrogenase activity if these residues

replaced this cysteine. It cannot be ruled out that neither D83H and D88C are P-

cluster ligands, but altemative conserved amino acids, which could provide a ligand

known to bind Fe, are not obvious from the primary sequence. Clearly the ß·subunit

cysteine K95C responds differently to an identical substitution, for K95CS is strictly Nif-

and D88CS is Nif+. This may reflect the slightly dissimilar peptide environments or

may be characteristic of the serine substitution only (i.e. other substitutions may act in _

similar manners to the a-subunit replacements).

All mutants with alterations at D154C are incapable of growing diazotrophically,

a result which may indicates that a cysteine at this position is absolutely essential.

There are two reports of site-directed mutations made at the conserved I-G-D·D region

(see Figure 20) (20,34). A substitution of the K pneumoniae oz-subunit glycine 161

(corresponding to D160G in the A. vinelandii sequence) with an aspartic acid, resulted

in a Nif- mutant strain, while substitution of the A. vimglandii glycine with an alanine

results in a Nif + strain. Because the region surrounding the glycine in both organisms

is virtually identical, it would be expected that this region reacts similarly to specific

substitutions, and furthermore multiple substitutions at this position may give rise to

mutant strains with different characteristies, much like those observed with D83H and

D88C mutants made in this study. The difference in this approach (targeting glycine), is

that the potential ligand would be indirectly altered, through changes in potentially

important conformations.
F
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The dissimilar primary sequence of the K153C region, and the differences in

phenotypes observed in the D154CS (Nif-) and K153CS (Nif +) mutants from both A.

vinclandii and K pneumoniae (21), raises the question of how functionally equivalent are

the conserved cysteine residues. The multiple amino acid replacement strategy has the

added feature over traditional single substitutions, of being able to compare several

identical alterations between two different residues suspected to be functionally similar.

Further studies which will give information conceming the structural equivalent regions

of the MoFe protein would target the three conserved cysteines in the ß-subunit for .

A multiple lreplacements and compare the results with the identical changes in the oz-

subunit.

The site-directed mutants made during this study will be valuable when detailed

crystal structures of nitrogenase are made available. If the situation which occurs in the

A. vinelandii Fd I is at all indicative of what may happen to the MoFe protein in

response to site-directed changes at the P·clusters, then one could speculate that the P-

clusters actually determine conformations of nitrogenase, and when normal ligands are

denied, rearrangements are made to accommodate a slightly distorted, but functional Fe-

S center. The only other Fe-S containing protein with an unknovm structure which has

been reported to have been studied by directly altering potential metal ligands, is

glutamine phosphoribosylpyrophosphate amido transferase from Bacillus subtilis (67).

Their results are also explained by potential forced Fe-S center rearrangements.

Due to the complexity of nitrogenase and the lack of structural data, only

preliminary explanations can be made which account for the observed changes in
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nitrogen-fixing activity of the replacement mutants. These are:

1) Amino acid substitutions permit protein rearrangements in order to accommodate a ·

functional P-cluster with four coordinatcs.

2) P-clusters can function with three ligands, but D62C and D154C seem required.

3) Nitrogenase can function with a reduccd number of P-clusters.

4) The predicted P·cluster coordinates are incorrect.



NUCLEO'I'lDE SEQUENCE OF THE Iüebsiclla pneumorulzc
nifI'YEN GENES

Summary
”

The nucleotide sequence of the nä'-specific region that is located between 11üK

and m]X in K pneumoniae was determined (see Appendix I). This region (nüTYEN)

spanning approximately 4.7 kb, was partially contained on two overlapping DNA

fragments, a 2.7 kb Sal I , and a 2.0 kb Eco RI restriction fragment. These two

fragments reside in pDB339 and pDB340, respectively. Specific DNA sequences were

obtained from restriction fragments generated from these hybrid plasmids (see Material

and Methods). A physical map of the sequenced region is found in Figure 22. The

nucleotide sequence of nü‘T was determined at Biotechnica International, Cambridge,

Mass., in the laboratory of F. Cannon.

The nucleotide sequence of the m]TYEN genes reported here, is in agreement

with the sequence which was reported in a publication encompassing the nucleotide

sequence of the entire mf cluster from K pneumoniae (1). The deduced amino acid

sequence of the FeMoco biosynthetic proteins (ni/E and nüN) from K przeumoniae,

share significant identity with the m]E and mfN gene products from A. vinelandii (see

Table 7). Alignment of the respective amino acid sequences of NifE and NifN proteins

is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Specific sequences conserved include those regions

proposed in FeMoco binding (11,20). The nü‘E and m:fN genes are organized on one

operon, and the proposed riß-specific promoter sequence, C1'GG·N„-'ITGCA (5),

precedes the nüE gene by 34 nucleotides. ’I'he nifT and n#Y gene products are

77
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synthesized from a transcript directed by the nifH promoter. The function of these two

genes remains unknown. The IIÜT and nüY gene products from A. vimzlandii are not _

essential for diazotrophic growth (13), and the physical characteristics of these gene

products from the two diazotrophs appear to be quite different (see Table 7).

° Comparison of the physical organization of the region between nifY and nüE

(Figure 23), reveals the presence of two open reading frames (ORFs) on the A.

vinelartdii chromosome not present in K pneumoniae (110). The nä'-related function of

these coding regions is not known; perhaps their presence reflects the two organisms’ _

physiological differenccs.
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Figure 22. Physical Map of the K pneumoniae rzüTYEN region. Restriction sites and
plasmids shown were used in part for DNA sequencing as described in the Materials and
Methods section.
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Tablc 7. Comparisons of thc NitTYEN gcnc products of A. vinelandii and K gneumoniae

Gcnc Bactcrium Product Product %Idcntity
Mol.wt. pI amino acids

m)‘T A. vinelandii 8,307 5.51 41
nüT K pneumoniae 8,316 11.22

YIÜY A. vinelarzdii 26,683 11.44 17 „
nifY . K pmzumoniae 25,498 10.58

‘ ORFI A. vinelandii 9,552 4.93
ORFH A. vinelandii 27,963 5.99

nü]3 A. vinelandii 52,140 6.34 61
n@fE K pneumoniae 50,145 6.47

m)‘N A. vinelandii 49,186 6.06 41
m)‘N K pneumoniac 50,621 6.47

Product molccular wcights and isoclcctric points wcrc calculatcd using thc IBI Pustcl DNA
scqucncc analysis program.
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Hgurc 23. Comparison of thc intcrgcnic rcgion bctwccn m)‘K and mfE from A.
vinelamiii (A) and K pneumoniae (B).
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The nucleotide sequence of the K. gnuemoniae niflä and nifN genes has been
determined. These genes share consiaerable sequence identity when compared to
the previously published nifE and nifN genes from A. vinelandii (1,2). In the
figure, the deduced amino acid sequence is given below the DNA sequence.

IIGMIKLA

LLDIPACLNMNIQISCCIAIIPCAYA
TM£C¢3WT¢COCAfCGCCGACGT¤6CKAf€

ACCAVDEAQITLLPlA3VAll.VlI¤!!

CCACSSUDYIGSASSCPTLIILGIYY° GATC'|‘CrAMZAACIlZAG¢I\1ATTATA7V|7!GlE¤Z
ULNIÜDVIWCIGII-ILIIAVIIIVTI

TATCAT¢ANTAüAU¢CNCGTACCGG£UT!ZAfZCCGAT¢A¢ClßMl2&GIAT¢¢CAG
VIIIAAVYIIITCVPAIIGDDLIAVCU

0CCl£CGCf'fl\’%TAH\’LNCOCCGCü|T!fII@A¢IAMMTfTäYllC' AAOTATGVPVKAIBAAEYYGSIILGI

ILAODVIIVKIVIGOIIPAPVPISYLI

HIIGSYYGIIATSDALIQLAALLGDD

DLIQITIALIIIIIGAAILALGPIII

QLIGIIALLVTIAVISISVVSALOBL

IAVIILIIGIAITLLDVVYIYQADLFII

'l’YDC€NG¢.TA'l'CAGüATCEY€ANAAOäG2
YAGYQGXVTLAIQLCQYIISP{UPG'!

LATYCTCKKGCCCCITIECKTMZIZYCAGCNSIAPIIX
IIADIIIIDIPLAVS

PIIYGQYLGAILASLCXIISIYLVIG

A‘I'l\iIAGA‘I‘l'I'CCAAOGCSAYAIVYIIDIIPIIDPVPLOSYA

PDAIVLLITGLSIAOCSIISIVVIQV

GYSAVLISVIIQIIVPIAPIPAQIHII

OP!ILPDLAQSHDGMLAQGDISPLYQ
OGC6GGACC€TAG4GfAGA'K'C¢7}CCAIA6CTI?C!CfCCL1'fCAT¤6C

ASSLLAPICIGIVIALPIILNYLIICD
GCC‘l'l'fATTCAfMAC@ZAAMlTKC¤¢ALCIG
AIIKQLAIXSCIAVPIULIIQIGOLQ

$A‘NC\$AT¢ATCCACTECAfAT%\fDAIIOCIHULQGQINAXAAIGULLAA

UCDYAIIOGRQICPLVAITGIISLIQ

LPVIIVVIGELIBLQTLLCAHPABLL

VANSHAIDLAIOIALPLVIAGYPLIB

ILCIYIIVIQGYSGIIDILYILAHLI

CCTTATUÄEATHL
AYAADX
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The nucleotide sequence of the K. pneumoniae nifX and nifY genes has been deterrnined. Also, we
present two previously unreported nifgenes: ui[T, that lies between nifK and r1ifY, and nifW, that lies
between nifV and rtifZ in the K. pneumoniae nifcluster. riifW was previously paxtially sequenced and
identified as a potential open-reading frame(1). ’I'he open reading frames which represent these genes
can be defined as nifgenes as they are within operons in the K. pueumomhe nif cluster and there are
homologous genes in the same position in the Azotobactcr virulrmdii nif gene cluster(2). The function of
none of these genesis known. However, since nifD and nifK share extensive hornology with nifE and
nifN respectively(3,4) and nifY and nifX, which follow nifK and nifN respectively, show significant
homology to each other(2), this suggests comparable functions.

rrrfnr ccA1·cAcc‘rccccccccrcArcc<:cccccAccAcccAcr ATC CCC ATC GTC ATT
. TTC CCT CAC CCC CCC CCC CAC CTC TAC CCC TAT ATC CCC AAA CAC CAT CI'C CAA CCC CCA

”

CTC ATC CAC ATT CAC CAT AAC CAC CCT CAA CCC TCC CCC CCC CCC A'IT TCC CTC CAC
CCC CCA CCC CCC TAC TAC CTC CAT CCC CAC CCC CCC CCT CCC CTC TIT CCC ATA ACC CTC
CCC CCC ACC CCC AAT ACC TTC ATA TAA CCACCTACTC ATC TCC CAC AAC CAT ACC CTA TTC
TCC CCT ATC CTC CCC CTC TIT CAC TCT CTC CCC CAC CTA CAC CCC CCC CAA ATC CTC CAC
TCC CTC CCC CAC CAC ACC CCC CAC ACC CTC ACC CCA CAC CCT CTC CCC ACC CTC ACC
CAC CCC CAC CTC CCC CCC ACC TIT CCC TCC CCC ACC CCC CTC ATC TCC CCC CCT CCC TCC
TCC CCC CTC ATC CCC ACC CTC CAC CCC CCC CTC CCC CCC CAT TTA CCC ATC CTT CCC CCT
CCC CAC CCC ACC CCC CAC CTC CTC CCC CCA TIT TCC TCC CAC CAT CCC CTC CTC ATT AAC
CCC CAT TTC CCC CAC CCA CCA CTC TI‘T 'I'IT ATC TAC CCC TTC CAT CAA CAA CCC CCC TCC
TTC TAC CAT CTC CCC CCC TAT CCC TCC CCC CCC CAC CAC CAC CAC CCC AAC CAA CTC CCC
CCC CCC CFT ATT CAC CAC TCT CAC CTC CTC TFT TCC CAC CAC ATA CCC CCC CCC CCC CCC
CCC CCC CTC ATC CCC CAT CCC ATC CAC CCC ATC AAA CCC CAC CCC CCC ACC ACC ATT
CAC CCA CAC TCC CAC CCC ATC AAT ACC CTC CTC CCC CCC CCT TTC CCC CCC TCC CTC
CCC AAC CCC TTA ACA CCC ATA ACC CTC TCC AAC AAC CCC 'ITT 'ITT AAT CCC TCTTIT CTC
CIT CTT GCC CGC TGA CCCCCCCCCCITTTTTTCCCCTATCCACCCTCFTCCCCACCT‘l'ACCCI'CACCCCAATATTCCCFTCA
CCCFTCFTCCCCCCITCFTCATCCCCCTAACCCCCTCCCTCCCACCCITTCATCAACAAATACCCATCCCACCCCCATACCTCATAAACC
ATCACATCCCCCCATCCCITCTCCCATTCFICCCTTTCICCCAAACCCAACAACCTCITITCFFTAAAAATCAACCCTCCCCFTCTCCACCC
CGAATTCCATCFICCCCCTCA
rrrrx ccT cAc T'IT cnArc crc cAc rcc cA‘r cAc
TCC TCT ATC AAC CTC CCC TTC CCC ACC TCC CAC TAT CCT CAC CTC CAT CAC CAC TTC CCC
CCT ACC CCC CCC CTC CTC CTC TAC CCC CTC AAC CCC CAT CCC CTC ACT CTC ATC CCC CTC
CTT CAT TTC TCC CTC CAC AAC CCC CAC CAC ACC CAC AAC ATC CCC ACC CCC ATC CAC CCC
CTC CAC CAT TCC CTC ACC CTC TTC TCC CTC CCC ATT CCC CAC CCC CTT TFT CCC CAC CTC
TTC CAC CTC CCC CTC CCT CCC CAA CCC CTT CCC CCC CAC ACC ACC ATC CTC CCC TTA CTC
CAC CAC ATT CAC CTC TAC TCC TAC CAC AAA CCC CAC CCC AAA AAT ACC CCC CAC CCC
CAC CCC CAC CCC TI'T ACC CCT CI'C CTC CAC CAC CAC CAC TCC CAT CCC CAT CCC CAC
CCG CGC CGC TAG CCCTCICCITICTCTCACAAACCCCACAAAACATCCICACACTCTACCACCAACCFTCTCACCACTAATACA
CAACCAT‘ITCAAAAATATTAATTFTATTCTCTCCTATCCCAATTCCTACFTCCFTAT‘CCCC
rrrjw TG CAC TGG TIT TAT CAA ATT CCC CGC G‘I'C GAC GAA CIT CGC
TCC CCC CAA TCI' TFT TI'T CAC TTT TTC CCC CTC CCC TAT CAC CCC CAC CTC CIT CCC CCC
TCC ACC CTC CCC CTC CTC CCA ACC TIT CAT CCC AAA CTC CCC CCC CAC CTC CCC CTC CAA
AAC CCC CTC CAC CAT AAC CAC CCC CCC CCC TCC CTC CTC CCC CCA ACA CTC CTC CCC
CAC AGC TAT CAG CAA CAG T1'I' CAC GAG AGC

CGAFlankinggenes are underlined; some show translational coupling.
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B. Sample Preparation

C. Isoelectric Focusing (1st dimension)
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E. Reagents and Recipes
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A. Growth and Derepression ofAzotobactcr vüzelandii

1. Streak a new plate for each strain to be derepressed. Use Burk’s Urea media(BU).
I

Remember to include wild type strain. Allow 2-3 days for growth.

2. Using fresh plates inoculate 20mls of BU media in a klett flask. Shake at 300rpm at
30 C°.

3. When culture is at mid—log phase (80-100 klett) inoculate 500mls of BU in a 2l tlask.
Using formula below calculate the volume of starter culture needed to make all 500ml
cultures a density of 10 klett units.

Desired Klett
X 500mls = mls of starter needed for desired klett .

inoculum (klett ofstater)4.

When culture reaches a density of 100 klett harvest cells at 5000rpm 10 mins. in two
plastic centrifuge bottles, wash with Burk’s media (B) and combine pellets in one bottle,
spin down again and resuspend in 500 mls of B media (NITROGEN-FREE). Do not waste
any time during this step, make sure wash media and derepression media are at room temp.
Also make sure derepression flasks are well rinsed if you are using same flask.

5. Replace flasks back in incubator, shake for 3-5 hours (derepression).

6. Note densities of cultures and harvest again. Wash once in 20mls sonication buffer and
combine pellets into smaller glass centrifuge tube. Spin down, decant and place on ice or
freeze in -80 C. _

BEST TIME Streak plates on a thursday.
Start first culture on sunday evening.
Monday moming (early) start 500ml culture.
Monday aftemoon derepress.
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B. Sample Preparation

1. Chill French pressure cell in refrigerator in advance.

2. If frozen, thaw cell pellets, and place buffers on ice.

3. Resuspend pellets in 2.0-2.5 mls of sonication buffer containing 50ug/ml RNAse (fresh).
One way to determine approximate protein content of each sample at this stage is to mix
50ul of this cell concentrate with 5.0 mls of sonication buffer in a klett tube and measure
density. Adjustments are easily made to samples before cell breakage.

4. Pipet 5ul DNAse stock per ml of cell resuspension in test tube. Weigh out 0.15g of
urea and place in another test tube. Have theses two tubes on ice and one pasteur pipet
for each sample.

5. Break cells at 20,000 psi (medium setting for small cell), let extract slowly drip from °

spout into tube containing DNAse. Run through twice if needed. WASH AFTER EACH
BREAKAGE.

6. After extracts have mixed with DNAse for 10 mins., pipet 250ul of each extract into
tube containing the urea (0.15g), mix in hands until urea has gone into solution, place back
on ice until ready to load. Save remaining extract in Nunc tubes and place in -80 C
freezer.

7. When ready to load samples on IEF tube gels, mix 250ul of lysis buffer with equal
volume urea/extract (these volumes are adjustable). When urea is completely dissolved,
load immediately.

BEST TIME Break cells right after derepression if not to late in day, (3:00), or break cells
or break cells while IEF tube gels are polymerizing (after part C).
If extracts are frozen remove from refrigerator and place on ice beforel
casting IEF tube gels.
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C. Isoelectric Focusing (lst dimension)

POURING GELS
1. Glass tubes should be cleaned with No-Chromix (HZSO4), rinsed well with water then
acetone, and then air dried.

2. Make a mark =l45mm from bottom of tube. Parafilm bottom, and place in casting
stand. Level stand with bubble level.

3. In a small beaker mix the following:

5.50 g Ultra Pure Urea
1.33ml 30% IEF Acrylamide
2.00ml 10% NP-40
2.00ml H20 _

Dissolve in 65° water for a few mins.

0.40ml 5-7 pH Ampholines (sterile)
0.10ml 3.5-10 Ampholines (sterile)
10 ul 10% Ammonium persulfate
7 ul TEMED

Fill tubes with long metal canulla starting at bottom. Avoid bubbles by keeping tip under
surface of gel. Pour to mark, and overlay with 20ul of 8M urea. Allow 1 hour to
polymerize.

RUNNING GELS
4. Prcpare buffers for IEF.

Lower buffer- 0.01 M H2PO, 0.68 ml/l 85% H3PO4 (need 4.5 l)
Upper buffer- 0.02 M NaOH 4 pellets/ 500ml (need 500ml)

5. Remove urea from top of gels and replace with 20ul of lysis buffer, let stand for 30 mins.

6. When ready to load, remove paratilm and place tubes into chamber, till top with upper
buffer leaving top of gels above level, then remove lysis buffer from top of gels and load
sample (40-80 ul). Overlay with 20 ul sample overlay soln., then till to top with buffer.
When placing into tank do not mix upper and lower buffers.

7. Set power supply at constant Watts 0.5W/tube gel. Make sure Voltage and Amperage
is not limiting. Run for 6-8 hours.

BEST TIME Pour gels first thing in the morning, then break cells.
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C. Isoelectric Focusing continued

REMOVING GELS
8. Empty buffers into sink and set cooling core with tubes on bench in front of you. Will
need:

5ml lure lock syringe with tygon tubing attached
2 1ml tuberculin syringes
Hamilton syringe
vial of india ink
beaker of water

9. Insert the Hamilton syringe into the top of the tube and remove the spent buffers. With
the other syringe inject water around the the inside of the bottom of the gel to loosen it
from the glass. Then carefully jab the acidic end a ink·coated needle.

° 10. To remove the gel, till the 5ml syringe with water and attach the tygon tubing to the
end of the tube, apply pressure until the gel has been forced out into a glass tube
containing 5mls of sample equilabration buffer.

11. Freeze imediately in a dry ice ethanol bath. Then place in the -80 C for storage. May
remain frozen for months. Do not freeze if you are going to run the second dimension
that day, in which case you will need to equilibrate the tube gels for 10-30 mins. before
placing on second dimension.

i
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D. Seoond dimension (SDS PAGE)

POURING GELS ‘

1. Clean all plates with soap and water, then wipe off with ethanol. Clamp plates with
spacers making sure that the bottom of the plates is flush with spacers. Place in the casting
stand on two sheets of paratilm.

2. Heat in microwave 1% agarose in 1X lower buffer solution then seal the bottom edge
of the plates to the paratilm. Close the clamps on the casting stand.

3. Recipes for lower gel:

10% PAGE separating gel
1-gel 2-gels

Acrylamide 30% 10.0 20.0 _
Lower Buf. 7.5 15.0
SDS 20% 150 300
H20 12.0 24.0

. Ammonium persulfate 150 300
TEMED 15 30

Mix first four reagents and then degas for 3 mins. Add A.P. and Temed, swirl, and pour
to a mark 1.5 cm from the top. 0verlay top of gel with 300 ul saturated butanol-H20.

Stacking gel
1-gel 2·gels ~

Acrylamide 30% 1.34 2.68
Upper Buf. 2.50 5.00
SDS 10% 100 200
H20 6.0 12.0

”

Ammonium persulfate 10% 50 100
TEMED 8.0 16.0

When lower gel has polymerixed rinse off butanol and unpolymerized gel mix with water.
Place back in the casting stand upside down until drained. Pour stacker to about 2 cm
from top and carefully slide in comb avoiding bubbles. Rinse when polymerized and place
in cooling core, add buffer and re·rinse wells with syringe.

4. Will need the following to place tube gels onto second dimension:
parafilm
blunt-ended pasteur pipet for tube gel manipulation
Hamilton syringe
boiling H20 to melt tube gel agarose sealer
filter paper to blot gels
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5. Thaw out frozen tube gels and gently pour out buffer through a ceramic funnel, let tube
gel slip out of test tube into funnel. Then place the tube gel onto the parafilm and
arrange it so it will easily slide into the notched side of the second dimension gel. With .
one hand lifting the gel with the Hamilton syringe, use the other hand to slowly inject
melted agarose under the gel, avoid bubble. Large bubbles can be removed with syringe,
Lable gels with resistant pen.

6. Fill top reservoir with SDS running buffer and watch for any obvious leaks.‘ SDS PAGE RUNNING BUFFER

g & &
Tris HCI 3.0 6.0 9.0 grams
Glycine 14.41 28.82 43.23 grams
SDS 1.0 2.0 3.0 grams

7. Use remaining buffer for lower chamber. Place gels into lower chamber, rinse off
bubbles which have collected on the underside of the gels, and run gels at 15-20 mA per
gel (constant amperage). Running time approx. 4 hours.

8. When blue dye is near the bottom stop run, remove gel unit in sink, pry open with a
plastic spacer (not metal spatula). Notch gels at corners for identification. Place in baking
dishes with Coomassie blue stain.

COOMASSIE BLUE STAIN
Coomassie blue 1.0 gram
Methanol 400 mls
Acetic acid 100 mls
H20 500 mls

Dissolve dye in methanol first (5 mins), then add rest of ingredients. _

9. Stain 1 hour then place in Destain I until backround is clear. Several changes will be
necessary. When cleared place in Destain II to re·hydrate to normal size.

DESTAIN I
Methanol 800 mls
Acetic acid 200 mls
H20 10()0 mls

DESTAIN II
Methanol 100 mls
Acetic acid 140 mls
H20 1760 mls
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E Rcagcnts and rocipcs

CONCENTRATIONS RECIPES
1. SAMPLE MIX 9.5 M UREA 5.705 G

2% NP-40 2.0 MLS
1.6% 5-7 AMPHOLYTES 0.16 MLS
0.4% 3-10 AMPHOLYTES 0.45 MLS
5% ß—ME (WN) 4.6 MLS

10.0 ML

2. SONICATION
' °

BUFFER 0.01 M TRIS PH=7.4 0.121 G
5 mM MgCl2-6H20 0.102 G

100 MLS

3. RNASE 50 UG/ML RNASE IN SONICATION BUFFER

4. DNASE 2.5 MG/ML DNASE IN:
0.01 M TRIS PH=7.4
1 mM MgCl2~6H20

5. IEF ACRYLAMIDE 30% ACRYLAMIDE

DO NOT USE SEQUENCING STOCK

6. NP-40 10% W/V NP-40 10 G/ 100 ML H20

7. AMMONIUM
PERSULFATE 10% W/V IN H20

8. IEF OVERLAY 8 M UREA 4.8 G/ 10 ML H20
STORE AT -20 C IN 500 UL ALIQUOTS

9. IEF ANODE BUFFER
(LOWER) 0.01 M H,PO2 2.04 MLS! 3 L H20

10. IEF CATHODE BUFFER -
(UPPER) 0.02 M NaOH 4 PELLETS/ 500 MLS H20
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11. SAMPLE OVERLAY SOLN.
9 M UREA 5.4 G
0.8% 5-7 AMPHOLYTES 0.08 MLS
0.2% 3.5-10 AMPHOLYTES 0.02 MLS

10 MLS

12. SDS EQUILIBRATION
BUFFER 10% GLYCEROL 10 G

2.3% SDS 2.3 G
0.0625 M TRIS PH=6.2 0.757 G
5% ß-ME 5 G

100 MLS

13. TUBE GEL SEALER 1% AGAROSE IN SDS EOUIL. BUFFER, ADD
VERY SMALL AMOUNT OF BROMPHENOL BLUE

14. CASTING STAND AGAROSE 1% AGAROSE IN 1X LOWER BUFFER




